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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 

CAVITATION DAMAGE SCALE EFFECTS: 
SUDDEN EN LARGEMENTS 

The present s tudy was aimed at investigating the cavitation damage 

dm,instream from sudd en enlargement energy di ssipato:r.s . Tests were 

conducted on geometr ically similar circular orifices of five different 

orifice t o pipe diameter ratios in three different pipe s:i.zes of :-S-, 

6-, and 12 -inches. Highly polished 1100- 0 a luminwn specimens were 

mounted i n the downstream pipe wall to det ect the cavitation damage. 

Two different stages or levels of cavitation damage were def inerl for 

study: (1) "inc ipient damagen l evel based upon maintaining a maximum 

pitting rate of 1 pit/in. 2 /min on 11 00-0 aluminum, (2) cavitation 

damage rcgi.me where the maximum pitting rate was ;5r eater than. 1 pit/ 

in. 2/min. 

Previous l y defined incipient damage scaJing equations !)ased upon 

damage data take!l in the 3-in. pipe accurat e ly predicted the i nc ipient 

damage condi tion ir. the 6- and 12-in. pipes. Pressure scale effects 

on the incipient da,'Tlage condition were constant for all pipe sizes 

tested. There wen~ no size scale effects f ound for the incipient 

damage condition based upon maintaining a maximum pitting rate of 

1 pit/in. 2/min . 

. The incipi ent damage condition was investigated in greater detail 

by studying the variation in the volume of the damage pits in the s oft 

alurninurn. The volume of t:he domage pit was rel a t ed to the energy 

expended in format ion of the pit which was asswned to be a measure of 

the intensity of the cavitat i on impact blow forming the pit. It was 
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found that at the incipient damage condition the intensity of cavitation 

impact blows varied with pipe size and orifice to pipe dianwt,::r ratio. 

The damage in the cavitation damage regime was fo,.rnd to be a 

function of both cavitation pitting rate and intensity of c:ivitat ion 

impact blows (energy of pit formation). A cavitation intensity param-

eter, defined as the product of cavitation pitting rate and energy of 

pit formation, was used to measure cavitation damage. Data was pre-

sented to show the general variation of cavitation intens ity under 

condit ions of varying cavitation index, varying ur,s tream pressure, and 

varying pipe size. In addition, the cavitation dan:agc scaling e~1uat~ions 

introduced by Thiruvengadam were us ed along with experimentally measured 

flow field data to predict variations in cavitation pitting rate and 

intensity of impact blows. 

The experimental results indicate that it is imposs ible to 

simulate total prototype c::i.vitation loading conditions in terms of 

both cavitation pitting rate and intensity of impact blows in a 

hydraulic model of reduced size. An example is introduced demonstrat-

ing this fac:t. An alternative method using the cavitation intensity 

parameter i s propos ed for modeling prototype cavitation loading con-

dit ions in a model of reduced size. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The us e of modern high -head pressure systems has generated a need 

for a simple economical high-head energy dissipater. The sudden enlarge-

ment when designed correctly can function very efficiently as this needed 

energy dissipator. However, the phenomenon of cavitation may introduce 

serious probl ems and must be carefully considered in design. These 

problems incltide vibration, pressure fluctuations, objectionable noise, 

and erosion of solid surfaces . 1be extent of these problems depends 

directly upon the conditions of flow through the sudden Enla:rgement. 

The fluid flow through sudden enlargements is characterized by an 

abrupt increase in the cross-sectional area and a localized section of 

non-uniform flow. Orifices and nozzl es , commonly used as sudden 

enlm:-gements, produce high velocity j ets and a defin:i. te surface of 

separation in the enlarged downstream section. The surface of separa-

tion is one of high velocity gradients and intense shear. Also there 

is an adverse pressure gradient in the separation region. These factors 

lead to instability and turbulence production which leads to a mixing 

process causing the fluid along the plane of separation to be entrained. 

Because af continuity, a return flow is established from downstream, 

caus ing a quasi-stable zone of backflow, a standing eddy. The process 

•) f turbulence product i on, convection, diffusion, and decay is the basic 

reason for the energy loss in the ~~udden enlargement. The intense 

turbulence and local pressure reductions along the plane of separation 

i::.m prcduc:e cavit ation under certain .flow conditions. 
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Cavitation is a dynamic phenomenon and is concerned with the growth 

and collapse of cavities. During the operation of a sudden enlargement 

there is a constant flux of cavitation nucl ei (undissolved air pockets) 

and liquid flowing through the enlargement. In ord~r for cavitation 

to exist, the nuclei must be subjected to low pressures, equal approxi-

mately to the vapor pressure of the liquid, and grow into a cavity as 

a result of vaporization. The cavity is formed and subjected to a 

higher pressure where collapse occurs "implosively". Under certain 

flow conditions in the sudden en largement, the local pressure reductions 

in the vortices along the plane of separation may reach vapor pressure 

and provide areas for growth of the cavitation nucl ei. This action is 

known as "vortex cavitation" and is the principle process for cavitation 

in sudden enlargements. 

Var ious degrees or levels of cavitation may exist in the sudden 

enlargement depending on flow conditions. The sudden enlargement may 

pass from a state of no cavitation to the incipient level as the dis-

charge is increased. The incipient cavitation Zeve Z represents onset 

of cavitation where the noise consi::;ts of light intermittent popping 

sounds. This level is often used in design of sudden enlargement energy 

dissipators where noise, damage, and vibration cannot be tolerated. 

Increasing the discharge further will produce a light steady cavitation 

noi s e similar to frying bacon, critical cavitation. The critical cavi-

ta-tian Zevel produces negligib l e vibrations, minor noise, and the 

prospect of dam~ige to adjacent boundaries for many conditions is remote. 

The next cavitation level is known as incip-ient damage and is 

characterized by minor damage of adjacent solid boundaries caused by 
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implosion of vapor cavities on or near the boundary. This level of 

cavitation may produce objectionable noise and some vibration but 

damage is minor. · Increasing the flow above the incipient damage level 

will produce more severe damage to conduit walls. Finally, further 

increases in discharge will eventually produce a condition where the 

mean pressure just downstream of the enlargement reaches the vapor 

pressure of the liquid and there is no further increase in discharge 

with decreasing downstream pressure assuming constant upstream pressure. 

The onset or beginning of this choking cavitation level produces cavi-

tation of maximum intensity. Noise and vibration are excessive and 

heavy damage to solid boundaries is likely. Such a stage of cavitation 

intensity should be avoided in design. 

The effective hydraulic design of sudden enlargement energy 

dissipators depends on avai l able information to predict the flow con-

ditions for the four l evels of cavitation mentioned above . Scaled 

models and laws of hydraulic similitude have most often been used to 

predict cavitation l evels in prototype structures. However, cavitation 

scale effects exist that complicate the application of model data. The 

term scale effects is given to the deviations from the elementary simi-

larity rE:lations linking the cavitation index to geometric and kinematic 

conch tions. 

It is possib l e to use sca J. ed m:>dcls and laws of hydraulic simili-

tude to estimat e cavitation damage on prototype structures. The p1·esent 

research was conducted to increase . knowledge concerning cavitation damage 

modeling in sudden enlargements . This will specifical l y include: 
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(1) Determining the geometrical location and distribution of 

cavitation damage on the conduit walls downstream of sudden 

enlargements. 

(2) Estimating the magnitude of pressure (velocity) and size 

scale effects for cavitation damage in sudden enlargements. 

(3) Further study of the empirical equations developed by 

Sweeney (55] for defining flow conditions at "incipient 

damage" for submerged orifice and nozzle flows. 

(4) A comparison of Thiruvengadam's ana lytical equations (60], 

Appendix I , for scaling cavitation intensity with the 

experimental data obtained in this research. 
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Chapter II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter presents relevant background material concerning the 

cavitation process in sudden enlargements. Special emphasis i s placed 

on the topic of damage to solid surfaces by cavitation. This involves 

a discussion concerning the influence of imploding cavitation cavities 

on or near solid surfaces and the reaction of these surfaces to the 

cavitation attack. 

The cavitation parameter, sigma, will be introduced. This param-

eter is often used for extrapolation of cavitation behavior from one set 

of conditions to another . Past studies are noted that show extrapolation 

of cavitation r esults by maintaining sigma constant can lead to serious 

errors due to scale effects. These scale effects are further explained 

and pos-;ibie reasons for their existence are discussed. 

Finally, background material is mentioned concerning the inter-

relation of cav.ita.tion and the fluid flow through a sudden enlargement 

Past studies a:re noted tha.t define ca.vi tat ion scale effects for certain 

stages of cavitation in a sudden enl:n-gement. 

Funda1,1c 1t2ls of Cavitation ------------·------
f.n cention of Cavitation 

In order for cavitation to exist in a liquid flow system 

several actions must be present. First, cavitation nuclei, srnall gas 

bubbles , :cmst be entrained. j_n the liquid to provide potential growth 

arezs for cavitation caviti es. Secondly, there must be low pressure 

areas available to provide 8. means for growth of the nuclei; vortices 
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with low pressure cores can provide such growth areas. Finally, once 

formed the cavitation cavity must collapse violently. 

Role of cavitation nuclei - Natural waters generally contain 

small free gas bubbles within the liquid or in crevices on the surface 

of a solid [13]. The solid may be the boundary containing the flow or 

small particles entrained in the flow. The gas trapped in the small 

bubbles may be in stable balance with local pressure conditions, sur-

face tensicn forces, and dissolved gas in the surrounding water. How-

ever, if the local pressure is reduced, the bubble may grow in volume 

at a nominal rate by diffusion of dissolved gases into the bubble. 

The;:;e small gas bubbles are also known as cavitation nuclei because 

they provide a source for the formation of larger vapor cavities neces-

sary in the cavitation process. 

Daily and Johnson [6] assumed that the grm, th of small gas bubbles 

or cavitation n~iclei by vaporization into the bubble depends on the 

balance between surface tension forces, external pressure, vapor 

pressure of water, and gas pressure in the bubble. Assuming pure 

radial moti on of the bubble wall, they found that rapid bubble growth 

did not occur unless the local pressure dropped to a certain critical 

value. This rapid growth of gas bubbles produced larger vapor cavities. 

NormalJy aerated water will by diffusicn gaseously grow bubbles to 

diameters of the order of 5 x 10- 3 inches [43 ]. Using the above ideas 

of Daily and Johnson, gas bubbles of this diameter will expand vapor-

ously when subjected to only a few inches of head below the vapor 

pressure of water. 

Once c:ceated the vapor cavities are eventually subjected to higher 

surrounding pressure and become unstable. The higher local pressure 
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causes the walls of the vapor cavity to implode; the entire collapsing 

mass is directed tmvard the center of the vapor cavity. This action 

causes the coilapsing liquid to rapidly decelerate to rest generating 

a waterharnmer-type pressure rise and outgoing acoustic pressure waves, 

or noise. This total process of formation of vapor cavities from 

small gas bubbles and their subsequent collapse is known as cavitation. 

Role of liquid flow field, vortex cavitation - In order for 

cavitation to exist in a flow field, the cavitation nuclei must be 

subjected to low pressure regions and grow to larger vapor cavities. 

The low pressures generated along shear layers are especially relevant 

to the study of cavitation in sudden enlargements. Submerged jets and 

fluid flow past bodies having continuous but bluff profiles are specific 

examples of shear layer flows that may produce lcw pressure regions and 

associated cavitation. Actually, low pressure regions occur at the 

centers of vortices generated along such shear layers; the vort ex cores 

prov:Lde regions for cavitation nuclei to grow into cavitation cavities. 

However, due to eddy dissipation the core eddy pressure increases with 

time causing the cavities to finally become unstable and collapse. 

This particular type of cavitation is found in the sudden enlargement 

and i.s known as vortex cavit ation. 

Kemeen and Parkin [20] investigated cavitation inception behind 

sharp-edged disks. Dye studies showed a distinct shear layer which was 

turbulent up to the edge of the disk. The layer was composed of a 

si.:ccession of vortex filaments shed from the disk. Cavitation inception 

occurred in the shear layer when relatively large cavitation nuclei 

(about 0.002 inch in diameter) grew explosively into large cavities. 

The authors used a model of cavita tion occurring at the low pressure 
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centers of vortex cores and attempted to formulate a relation for 

inception of cavitation. 

Hooper [17] photographed inception of cavitation behind accelerated 

circular disks. He found cavitation was initiated in the high intensity 

vortex behind the disk. Also Young and Holl (70] have photographed 

cavitation within Karman street type of trailing vortices. These tests 

were conducted using symmetrical wedges. 

Rouse and colleagues [44,45,48] have studied cavitation in sub-

merged jets. Their experiments show that cavitation occurs in the low 

pressure cores of turbulent eddies generated in the shear zone. 

Sanford and Appel [53] studied flow through abrupt two-dimensional 

expansions by photographic methods. Both cavitating and noncavitating 

conditions were investigated. They found, under noncavitation condi-

tions, the vortices shed from the exphnsion broke into loops extending 

in the direc t ion of flow. This action destroyed the two -dimensionality 

of the vortices. They concluded that vortices which formed along the 

surface of separation at high Reynolds numbers were unstable. When 

cavitation was induced in the expansion, regular two-dimensional vor-

tices were clearly evident. Sanford and Appel theorized that the cavi-

tation vapor core stabilizes the vortices and suppresses their tendency 

to break up soon after they arc formed. 

Vigander [68] also conducted a visual study of cavitation in a 

two-dimensional expansion. At incipient conditions, cavitation was 

found to occur within irregular· three-dimensional vortex fi.L.rnents along 

the surface of sepaTation. At more advanced '..,tag es of cavitation _the 

,.. vapor cavities appeared in the core of regular two-dimensional vortices. 

A comparison was made between cavitating and noncavitating conditions. 
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Similar to the findings of Sanford and Appel [53], Vigander noted that 

the vapor core, present in cavitating conditions, seemed to stabilize 

the two-dimensional vortices. 

Me chanics of Transient Cavities 

As seen from the last section, the fundamental cavitation 

process includes the transient growth and collapse of individual cavi-

ties or bubbles. It is therefore important to study the behavior of a 

s ingle bubble throughout growth and collapse. The following material 

discusses various single bubble growth equations and comments on such 

factors as waJ.l interferences, bubble rebound, and collapse pressures. 

Bubble growt]1 equations - In 1917, Lord Rayleigh [42] treated 

the problem of collapse of an empty cavity in a constant density liquid 

with constant pressure at infinity. He assumed spherical symmetry and 

radial, irrotatj_onal flow. PeTforming an energy balance .• he derived an 

expression for cavity wall ve locity as a function of cavity radius. 

Combining thi s equation with another equation obtained from momentum 

considerations, he was able to predict the pressure rise in the sur-

rounding fluid as the cavity collapsed. Raylei gh's solutions did not 

include the effects of cavity contents or variable pressure field and 

the only liquid property considered was density. In addition, at com-

plete collapse the equations predicted inf inite cavity wa ll velocities 

and infinite pressure. 

Plcsset [37] took a somewhat different approach to the sair.e problem 

by deriving the dynamic equation of motion for the cavity wall. The 

formulation was more general since a variable pressure field could be 

present , the cavity could contain gas and vapor, and surface tension 
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forces were allowed during the process of inception and in the final 

collapse stages of bubbles that contained little gas. Surface tension 

forces tended to reduce the maximum size of cavities and increase the 

rate of col.lapse of the cavities. 

Poritsky [41] continued the analysis by including viscous effects 

and produced a second-order differential equation for bubble wall motion. 

The viscous forces tended to decrease both the growth and collapse rate. 

In order to describe the phenomena of cavity collapse in greater 

detail, the effect of liquid compressibility and gas filled cavities 

must be considered. Trilling [65] considered the collapse of a gas-

filled cavity in a compressible liquid, but neglected viscosity and 

surface tension. He used the equations of motion to derive an equation 

for the liqujd motion at the bubble wall. He considered a weak s hock-

wave impul s e from t he bubble surface gi ving a compression wave radiating 

int o the liquid. Trilling was able to predict shock waves and maximum 

pressures during cavi ty collapse. 

Gilmore [9] extended Trilling 's analysis by using the Kirkwood-

Bethe hypothesi s [21] that pressure disturbances are propagated with a 

velocity equal to the sum of the acoustical velocity and the local fluid 

velocity. Gilmore was able to appr oximate the veloci ty and pressvre 

fields throughout ·che liquid at cavity collapse. The detailed solutions 

were for cavi ties collapsing with constant internal pressure, constru1t 

p1·essure at infinity, and without viscous or sur f ace tension effects . 

Hickling and Plesset [15] used Gilmore's app:roach along w:i. th hi gh-

speed computer solution-s to predict collapse · of a gas -filled cavity in 

a compressible fluid wi t hout viscosity or surface tension. They presented 
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the most complete set of results for both cavity-wall and liquid 

motions. 

Ivany [18] treated the same problem as Gilmore, Hickling, and 

Plesset; however, viscous and surface tension effects were included. 

The results showed that viscosity and surface tension de not influence 

the general behavior during collapse. 

Bubble growth equations: vortex cavitation - The bubble 

growth and collapse equations just mentioned treat idealized cases but 

add considerable knowledge to the cavitation process. Application of 

the above results to vortex cavitation presents several complicated 

problems. First, al l the above methods assume the flow surrounding 

the cavity moves only in a radial direction. This greatly simplifies 

the equations of motion for the surrounding liquid. However, in vortex 

type cavitation there are certainly tangential velocities in the liquid 

surrounding the cavity. Secondly, th-ere is a pressure ·drop, that is 

very difficult to measure or estimate, between the l iquid outside the 

vor-tex and the vortex core . If a cavitation cavity is positioned at 

t he vortex core, it would be difficult to predict just what pressure is 

acting on the cavity 2.nd how this pressure would vary. 

The author could not find bubble gi·ow!h equations in the literature, 

simi lar to the ones mentioned in the previous section, especially derived 

for vo r tex t ype cavitation. Howeve1·, there does exist related material 

that wil l now be discussed. 

Rouse (46, 47] derived expressions concerning the g:rnwth and decay 

of a vortex .filament. The equations describe the time variation in 

core ciiameter, r:1in:i.mum pressure, and kinetic energy for a Rankine vortex. 
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Kermeen and Parkin [20], as previously mentioned, used a model of 

cavitation occurring at low-pressure centers of Rankine vortex cores. 

These authors used experimental data to obtain a specific equation for 

the core vortex pressure in the wakes behind disks. 

In a more general approach, Muller and Gyr [33] again used a Rankine 

vortex model to predict the pressure drop across vortices. This pressure 

drop was related to the velocity fluctuation in the direction of flow. 

Wall interference, bubble rebound, collapse pressures - The 

assumption of a spherical bubble collapse is questionable especially 

near a solid wall. Numerous studies [7,28,31,34,39,64] show cavities 

tend to flatten as they approach a wall. Oft en this flattening con-

tinues to dimpling and penetration of the liquid as a jet into and 

through the cavity. 

Another interest i ng phenomena noted in vapor cavity collapse is 

the action of bubble rebound. fu1alyses of gas-filled spherical bubbles 

in compress ible fluids [9,15,18,65] predict a nonzero minimum radius 

at ir1i tial collapse followed by r eopening and oscillations. 

The maximum pressure generated by a cavity at collapse is a ver-y 

important factor. Trilling (65] ar-rived at a maximum pressure of 

2200 atmospheres. Also, Hickling and Plesset [15] demonstrated that 

the attenuation of the maximum-pressure intensity was proportional to 

1/r, r::: di stance from collapse center. Both analyses assumed spher-i-

cal bubble collapse. Actual experimental measurement of cavity collapse 

pressures has not been possible due to the micro-size of the mechanism. 

theoretical work estimates pressures transmitted to solid 

boundaries f rom collapsing cavities are of the order of 1000 atmospheres. 
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Cavitati on Index ----- ·- ·---·----
Dimensional analysis is often used to obtain dimensionless 

parameters, n- terms, for modeling flow problems. In case of the cavi-

tation phenomenon, dimensional analysis may produce seven or more TT-

terms when all variables are considered [55]. If a scaled model is 

used to simulate a prototype structure, it would be impossible to 

equate all these TT-terms in model and prototype. Therefore, in prac-

tice, only the most important -rr-terms are maintained constant in model 

and prototype; the other TT-terms are allowed to vary. The most reve-

lant TT-term in the cavitation process i s known as the cavitation index, 

sigma -a, and has the form: 

a = 
P-P 

V 

1/2 pV2 
(2-1) 

in which P = characteristic pressure; P = vapor pressure of liquid; 
V 

p = fluid mass density; and V = characteristic velocity. Another form 

of this index, often used in submerged orifice, no zzle, and valve flow 

[10,55 1 67], i s given by: 

a = 
P-P 

V 

Pu-Pd 
(2-2) 

in which P = pressure measured one pipe diameter upstream of the ori-u 
fice, nozzle or valve and corrected t o the device by ~ubt:i:-acting the 

equi valent line loss, and P = pressure measured 10 pipe diameteis d . 

downstream of the orifice , nozzle or valve and corrected to t he devi ce 

by adding the equivalent line loss. 

The nwnerator of the cavitation index, in Eq. (2-1) or (2-2), is 

rel ated tc the net pres su:-ce or head whi ch tends to collapse a cavitation 
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cavity. The denominator may be considered a measure of the pressure 

reductions that may occur to cause a cavity to form or expand . Therefore, 

the cavitation index is the ratio of pressure available for collapsing 

the cavity to pressure available for formation or growth of a cavity. 

Scale effects - As mentioned previously, often only the 

cavitation index is maintained constant in the hydraulic model and 

prototype. Since other n-terms may vary, the cavitation behavior of 

the prototype may not be the same as the model. The term scale effects 

is given to the deviations from the elementary similarity relations 

linking the cavitation index to geometric and kinematic conditions. 

Viscos ity, gravity, surface tension, thermodynamic, and cavitation 

nuclei properties can give rise to scale effects. 

Hydraulic tes ts of cavitation in prototype structures axe 

often made in model tests with i·cduced size and pressure. Several 

investigators [10,55, 67] have therefore defined two types of scale 

effects for submerged orifice and nozzle flow. Size scale effects 

cause devi ation in cavitation performance between model and prototype 

when the model is r educed in size, but the cavitation index and system 

pressure are maintained constant in model and prototype. Pressure 

(velocity) scale effects cause deviation in cavitation performanc,} 

between moclel and prototype when moclel pressure and velocity are reduced, 

but the cavitation i ncl.ex and system size are maintained constant. 

A number of experimental studies have been conducted to determine 

pressure and size scale effects for cavitation in submerged orifice 

flow. Tullis and Govindaraj an [67] found no pressure scale effects 

for the incipient, cxitical or choking cavitation level ; however, 
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size scale effects were found to exist for both incipient a!1d critical 

levels . Sweeney [55] has found pressure scale effects to exist for the 

incipient ua!nage level. 

Cavitat ion Da."!lage to Solid Surfai:es 

The interactions between a cavitating flow and a solid surface 

are quite complicated. Depending on the flow field and the surface 

material properties, various degrees of damage may be inflicted on the 

solid surface . Many numerical and experimental studies demonst rate 

that collapsing cavities can develop pressures sufficiently high to 

mechanically produce damage. Therefore, it can be concluded that one 

of the major f actors that causes cavitation damage i s purely mechanical 

and that this factor is always present. However, it is true tha t other 

f actors such as chemical and corrosive effects are also important in 

some cases. 

The intensity of cavitation attack on a solid boundary may be 

measured in various ways. For example, a standardi zed material may be 

placed at the bound::\ry and the cavit at ion pitting rate (pits/area/time) 

calculated as a me asure of intensity of cavitation attack [24,25]. 

Possibly a better measurement of the intensity would be a calculation 

of weight loss/area/time for the standardi zed material. Probab ly the 

most gener a l measurement of intensity of cavita tio:'.1 attack would be to 

calculate the energy/ area/time or power/area dix-ect ed by the cavitation 

attack on the boundary surface [60]. 

Hydraulic mode l. studies can be conducted to predict cavitation 

damage in prototype s tructures. These studies may be c l 3.ssified into 

two categories. First, the model results could poss ibly be used to 



predict the flow conditions in the prototype at incipient (threshold) 

damage ~-:onditions [51]. Sweeney [SSJ con<luc.ted such a s t udy fo r 

sucldea enlargements based on the measurement of ca'1itat ion intensity 

in term :.; of cavitation pitting r ate. Secondly, some Lwestigators 

bel:i. eve that hyd:rnulic mode ls could be used to predict U:e material 

rc:~mov a l :i.-a prototype structures opsrating in the damaging cavitation 

range. A method for condu·:ting such t ests has been outlined by 

Thir.~uvengadmn [60]; however , the method has not been t e st ed in . actual 

model tests . 

Mechanical asp~~ts of cavita tion damage - The mechanical 

r,ature of cavit ation damage is most often character ized in terms of 

impact "blows n that are hydrodynamically produced. The actual process 

by which such blows are produced can be explained a s follows. Some 

res earche :.- s rnaint a in that damage i s due .to i r.2pacts f;:om pressure s hock 

waves that rad i ate from the collapse center of a cavit ation cavity. 

These shock waves are of much l arger magnit ude if the cavity coll apse 

is s ;rn::n ;; t rical [60]. As prr:: viously mentioned, wall interference often 

caus0s nonsymmetric::il collapse with the f ormation of liquid jets. 

Many :i nv2st. i ga tors ha.ve studied this phenomenon [4,31,39,66] and 

att1·ibute cav:: tation damage to the high velocity jet impinging on the 

solid surface . 

Kling and Hammitt ll2,2::-;,23] noted that nonsymmetrical 

co.tJ.apses with r ebound occur almost exclusiveJ.y in real flow systems. 

Hamr.1itt [12] discus sed numerical calculations showing that if rebound 

occurs such that the cc:1.vity grows again after collapsing , t11e event 

is similar to a micro- explosion. This action generated shock waves 
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that were much stronger than corresponding waves found during cavity 

collapse.'-- The author theorized that actual damage is usually a result 
~-·-,~~ . 

of microj et impact and shock-wave pre·ss_\Jres generated by bubble ·---------- ... __ 

rebounds. 

Knapp, Daily, Hammyn [26J discussed cavitation drunage to 

annealed aluminum in a rnagnetostriction type apparatus. They noted 

that once a relatively la:rge pit: was formed it sometimes acted as a 

wave guide to concent:rat e further damage within the same pit. This 

process is kn.own as the "wave--guide" effect and indicates that cavita--

tlon damage may i.nc:rease at a more rapid rate as the solid surface 

becomes pi tted. 

~1:..8-:!~~c_l_f~ctors in c::ivi tat ion attack - Al though the mechanical 

aspects uf cavitation damage usually are predominant, there are second-

ary .facto:rs that shouJd l>e mentioaed. For example, it tvas found that 

cav .i tati.on and corrosion are mutually reinforcing with the resulting 

damage often much gr eater than the sum of the two, if each acted alone 

[38,60,69]. Also some ~n•estigators believe that cavitation erosion 

could he c:iused by the me lting of the metal due to localized high 

t {-:mpera tuTcs [8, 36] " 

Resistance of materials to cavitation attack - If a given 

ca.vi.-::. a tion intensity acts on a soli<l su:..-face, the eventual surface 

dam-'.lgc depeads on the chani.cte:ds tics of the solid. Peterson [35] 

explained th2.t a solid could be considered to fail in shear (ductile 

matirial) or in tension (b7ittle material). For ductile materials 

there is so:ne irnpact pressure !JUCh that rapi<l plastic flow will occur. 

In brittle materials, the impact pressure is insufficient to produce 
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hydrodynamic deformation; however, stresses are produced in the 

material that may lead to material failure. 

Hackworth and Adler [ll] also studied cavitation damage to ductile 

and brittle materials in an ultrasonic testing facility. They theorized 

that since the cavitation type pressure pulse was applied over an area 

microscopic in size, the microscopic properties and microstructure of 

the material should dictate the damage mechanisms. Three metals were 

tested: 1100 aluminum, 316 stainlE-ss steel, and Titanium-6Al-4V; the 

damage process on the aluminum and stainless steel were described as 

follows [11]: 

"Bubble collaps e pressure pulses readily deform the 
low--streilgth llOO aluminum forming pits which became prefer-
ential sites for subsequent bubble collapse. The walls 
between these preferent ial pits grow thinner and are ex-
truded outward forming lips as the pits enlarge and deepen 
during this incubation period. Shearing of the pit lips by 
subsequent pressure pulses appears to be the erosion mechan-
ism for pure a luminum. 

"The magn itude of most of the pressure pulses is in-
sufficient to indent the surface of the 316 stainless steel 
and impact pits, per se, do not contribute to the erosion 
of the stainl es s steel. However, the magnitude is sufficient 
to induce shearing in favorably oriented grains. The incuba-
tion period consists of the relative displacement of grains 
across grain boundaries and the formation of slip bands within 
the grains. These grain boundary steps and slip bands concen-
trate the stresses produced by t he pressure pulses so that 
localized fracture of the material occurs with subsequent 
removal of small particles which serve as nucleation sites for 
the deveJopment of larger pits. The radial growth of thes e 
pits by fracture of small particles at the outer periphery 
appears to be th6 erosion mechanism for annealed 316 stain-
less steel." 

·Mousson [32] and other experimenters have shown that resistance 

to cavitation eros ion depends upon the ability of a metal to be work 

hardened under ::.·~peated impact. Mousson measured the change in hardness 

of various metals after exposure to cavi tatio;1 damage and found large 

increases in hardness. 
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Many experimental tests have been conducted to actually determine 

a measure of the resistance of various ma.terials to cavitation attack. 

Most often the cavitation damage resistance is considered to be a 

function of some easily measured mechanical property such as strain 

energy, ultimate strength, yield strength, Brinell hardness, etc. of 

the test material. Thiruvengadam and Waring [63] have summarized the 

results and found that strain energy appeared to be the most signifi-

cant parameter. 

Most cavitation damage experiments are conducted by creating a 

cavitation environment of given intensity (le = power/area) and sub-

jecting a test specimen to the cavitating field. The amount of damage 

suffered by the specimen is usually measured by the rate of erosion 

(r = weight loss/time). It is now well established that le and the 

rate of erosion as a function of exposure time can be divided into 

four periods: incubation, acceleration, deceleration, and steady. 

The periods and the time variance of erosion have important implica-

tions in hydraulic modeling of cavitation damage [60]. 

Past studies - Thiruvengadam [60] noted that there are 

two types of problems conceT'i1ing cavitation damage prediction: 

"The first one is the understanding of the threshold con-
ditions wherein the impact stresses reach a limiting value 
just sufficient to initiate erosion either at the first 
blow or after repetitive blows. The second probl.em is the 
prediction of the amount of erosion if the erosive forces 
are above the threshold for the material." 

The author first studied the threshold or incipient cavitation damage 

prob]_em by peTforming studies in a rot2.ting disk apparatus [61]. The 

ratio between the yield strength am! the hydrodyn2-mic pressu:::.-e was 
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found to be linearly proportional to the cavitation inception 

parameter. 

Thiruvengadam [62] continued the study for incipient cavitation 

damage by using a vibratory testing device. The experiments showed 

that there wa.s a minimum displacement amplitude for each metal below 

which there was no cavitation erosion. Using this data, a. threshold 

intensity for cavitation damage was established for six metals as a 

function of high frequency fatigue strength at one billion cycles. 

Knapp [24,25] studied the cavitation and cavitation damage 

potential of fixed type cavities around a 2-in. diameter cylindrical 

section with a hemispherical nose. Soft (ll00-O aluminum) specimens 

were attached flush with the cylinder surface to register the location 

and intensity of the hydrodynamic blows. Photomicrographs \,;ere taken 

of the specimens in order to cal~ulate cavitation intensity, in te-rms 

of pitting rate , and size distribution of the pits. The cavitation 

pitting rate was found to be independent of exposure time for a given 

flow field. A11alysis of the data showed that cavitation pitting rate 

varied with about the sixth power of velocity for a constant cavitation 

index. Also, increasing velocity at a constant cavitation index in-

c:reasc?d the percentage of large pits on- the test specimens. Knapp 

then concluded that cavitation pitting rate (pits/area/time) was a 

ro-i1gh measu.rement n:f cavitation intensity; howeveT, a better estimate 

could be ma.de if pitt-ing size distributions were also taken into 

considerat ion. 

The analysis was extended -by usjng photographic methods to predict 

the numher of cavitation cavities swept into the damaging area per unit 
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time. This number was compared to the number of damage pits; the 

results indicated that only one in 30,000 traveling cavities produced 

a damaging blow on the soft metal. Knapp concluded that only the very 

large cavities could approach the surface closely enough to cause a 

pit. The great majority of cavities collapsed at too great a distance 

from the boundary to produce damaging blows. Finally, the author 

demonstrated a method using measured values of pit depth and diameter 

to estimate intensity of the individual cavitation blows. 

Shal'nev [54] conducted a systematic study to define the effect 

of the cavitation index on the eTosion process. The tests were con-

ducted in a two-dimensional venturi using a circular cylinder with its 

axis normal to the flow direction. Shal'nev found that the rate of 

eTosion on lend greatly depended on the cavitation index. 

Thiruvengadam and Koh l [27,59,60] conducted cavitation damage 

studies in a rotating foil apparatus using NACA 16-021 hydrofoils of 

two sizes (3 inches ~md 1 1/2 inches in chord length). These investi-

gations ag ain confirmed that the rate of erosion was greatly dependent 

on the exposure time and cavitation index . The authoTs a lso concluded 

that the ca·1itation int ens ity was ce function of hydrofoil size: 

"For example, the three--inch foil at 175 fps has a peak 
intensity of 1. 2 w/m 2 ,;hich occu:r5 at a cavitation number 
of 0.30; whereas the peak intensity is only 0.6 w/m 2 at a 
cavitation number of 0.36, for the 1 1/2-inch foil at the 
same velocity ." 

Thiruvengadam (60] has suggested. s o1u.e mathematical expressions for· 

scaling the cavitation intensity. These equations arc based upon the 

assumption that cavitation intensity is proportional to the intensity 

of bEbble collapse . Al though these equations can be used to predict 
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the general trends of past experimental results; the equations have 

rwt been thoroughly tested against results of cavitation damage tests. 

These equations will be investigated in greater detail in a later 

section of this chapter. 

Cavitation and the Sudden Enlargement 

The immediate concern of the present study is to describe 

cavitation damage to pipe walls downstream of sudden enlargements. 

Material thus far presented in Chapter II will serve as a basis for 

further analysis of the sudden enlargement. 

For example, the fact that a shear layer exists along the separa-

tion streamline downstream of the sudden enlargement indicates that 

vorte;( type cavi tat inn may be present for certain flow conditions. As 

mentioned in Chapter I, there are several degrees or levels of cavita-

tion that may exist in a sudden enlargement: incipient, critical, 

incipient damage, and choking. One advantage of the sudden enlargement, 

with respect to cavitation design, is the fact that a considerable 

intensity or level of cavitation may exist without damage being 

inflicted on downstream conduit walls. This £act is due to the shear 

Ia.yer being geometrically situated within the fluid flow and removed 

from conduit i.•;alls. This geometry requires that for wall damage to 

occur, not only mus t. (':avit a tion be initiated in the shear layer; but 

once formed the c r,vii: ation cavities must be transferred to, and collapse 

in close proximity of, the pipe wall. 

Another important cons i der-a. tio:n is the fact that as cavitation 

proceeds from i ncept..i.or:. to choking ccndition there is a change from 

practically single phase to a two-phase flow regime. Often the non-

c~vitating flow field can be as su.med to describe tl:.e flow at :incipient 
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cavitation conditions. However, released gas and two-phase flow effects 

are considerable at advanced levels of cavitation. Vigander (68] de-

scribed his visual studies of advanced stages of cavitation in sudden 

enlargements: 

"3. Quasi-Steady Cavitation. In this regime, cavitation 
bubbles occupy most of the mixing zone. Individual vor-
tices cannot be seen clearly except as waviness on the 
boundary of the cavitation region. The cavitation appears 
as a steady pocket which occupies the region of maximum 
shear-stress and minimum mean pressure. A large amount of 
released gas and vapor bubbles accumuJates in the zone of 
separation. Released gas is also convected downstream 
intermittently." 

Flow Field Downstream of Sudden Enlargement 

Chaturvedi [5] condLictcd an experimental study into the fl ow 

field downstream of a nozzle using hot wire anemometry. Air was used 

as the fluid, the expansion ratio was 2:1, and a Reynolds number of 

2 x 105 was maintained during the tests. Chaturvedi determined mean 

velocities and pressures at certain downstream cross-sections. Turbu-

lent intensities, production, and shearing stresses were also calculated. 

Sarni [5 2] studied an air jet issuing with ai, efflux velocity of 

about :~s feet per second from a 1. 0-ft diameter nozzle into still air. 

This s·cudy is of particular interest since pressure fluctuations were 

measured and described. 

Teyss ;:mdieT (57] used an integral numerical method to solve £01· 

turbulent flow downsLceam of expansions, nozzles, and orifices. The 

method was used to solve fo .i.· the discharge coefficient as a fw1ction of 

axial position beyond the vena contracta. 

Ball and Simmons (3] conducted a study concerning pipeline orifices 

and sudden enlargements used for energy dissipators. The authors measured 
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velocity distributions and mean pressures at certain cross-sections 

for both cavitating and noncavitating flow. There was little change 

in the velocity distribution when the cavitation conditions varied from 

light to heavy. 

Wall Pressure Studies in Sudden Enlargements 

Mean and fluctuating pressures have been studied at the 

conduit walls downstream of sudden enlargements. Rouse and Jezdinsky 

[50] conducted a study concerning mean and fluctuating wall pressures 

downstream of nozzles under noncavitating conditions. 

Vigander [68] measured wall pressure fluctuations in both cavi-

tating and noncavit ating flows. He calculated the points of maximum 

pressure fluctuation for the case of incipient cavitation. The author 

stated that maximum wall-pressure fluctuations increased at advanced 

stages of cavitation [68]: 

"Maximum wall-pressure fluctuations of six times those in 
noncavitating flow occurred near the end of the separation 
zone, at cavitation numbers between 0.3 and 0.4. At still 
lower cavitation numbers, wall-pressure fluctuations and 
vortex frequencies decrease as released gas accumulates in 
the zone of separation ." 

Rouse ancl .Jezdinsky [49] continued their work on submerged jets 

by studying cavitation a.nd energy dissipation in sudden enlargements. 

Measm·ements of the distribution cf piezometric head along the wall of 

each expansion showed almost no variation in form between incipient 

and heavy cavitation. The change in head was essentially completed 

within four or five diameters from the section of abrupt en l argement. 

Govindarajan [10] studied wall pressure fluctuations dO\~nstream 

of pipeline orifices. He first defined the locations on the pipe wall 

where the negative peaks of pressure were closest to vapor pressure at 
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incipient cavitation conditions. Experimental tests were then conducted 

in 3-, 6-, 12--, and 24-in. diameter pipelines using geometrically simi-

lar orifices. An equation was developed to .predict wall pressure 

fluctuation at locations where negative peaks were closest to vapor 

pressure under incipient cavitation conditions. The pressure fluctua-

tions were shown to increase with increasing pipe size; however, under 

cavitating conditions this trend was reversed. Also for a given system 

size, orifice, and upstream pressure, the pressure fluctuations rapidly 

increased in value as the cavitation intensity increased from incipient 

to heavy. Wall pressure fluctu ations were measured longitudinally 

downstream of the test orifices under incipient cavitation conditions. 

The fluctuations were found to be functions of orifice to pipe diameter 

ratio and distance downstream of the orifice for a given system size. 

Cavi t ation Scale Effects: Incipient, Criticalj Choking Level~ 

Considerable research work has been conducted at Colorado 

State University concerning the cavitation performance of pipeline 

orifices. Tullis and Govindarajan [67] large ly summarized the cavita-

tion studies including scale effects for incipient, critical, and 

choking cavitation. The authors found no pressure (velocity) scale 

effects for incipient, critica l or choking cavitation conditions. Or, 

equivalently, the value of the cavitation index, sigma, at incipient, 

critical or choking conditions is a constant, independent of upstream 

pres sure (velocity) for a given system size and o:cifice to pipe diam-

eter rat io. The choking level of cavitation had no pressure or size 

scale effects; sigma has a constant value at choking conditions, inde-

pendent of system si ze, for a given orifice to pipe diameter. ratio. 
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The authors did find a size scale effect for the incipient and critical 

cavitation levels; an equation was developed by Govindarajan [10] for 

these size scale effects. He attributed the scale effects to increas-

ingpressure fluctuations downstream of the orifice plates with in-

creasing system size for a given orifice to pipe diameter ratio and 

constant upstream pressure. 

Lienhard and Goss [30] also studied the problem of cavitation 

inception during the flow of water through a submerged orifice. In 

their study, incipience was defined at the point where cavitation 

became a steady roar. They assumed, and later experimentally verified, 

that the cavitation index was not a function of Reynolds number. Their 

initial assumption was based on the fact that when a scale factor 

which compares two kinds of forces becomes large, such as Reynolds 

number in these studies, it ceases to exert influence on a system. 

The final results show a definite size scale effect for incipient 

cavitation. 

Cavitat ion Damage Studies 

Cavitation damage on downstream conduit walls of sudden 

enlargements has been investigated in a few isolated cases. However, 

no one unified comprehensive program of study had existed until the 

present studies began. 

Ball [1] first studied cavitation damage downstream of pipeline 

valves used for flow regulation in 1957. A 6-in. gate valve at 20 

percent opening discharged into an 8-in. diameter pipe lined with 1 in. 

of concrete. The location of cavitation damage on the concrete surface 

was then determined for various flow conditions. It was then postulated 
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that a change in shape of the flow passage immediately downstream of 

the valve would alter the flow conditions and thus the cavitation 

characteristics. Therefore a sand-cement-mortar-lined, 14-in. tee 

section was placed immediately downstream of an 8-in. standard gate 

valve. This configuration was tested for 9 hrs under heads of 150 

and 118 ft with the valve 6 1/4 and 12 1/2 percent open. These tests 

showed no cavitation damage. On the basis of the tests Ball concluded, 

"One of the most effective means of eliminating cavitation damage below 

gate valves is the placing of sudden enlargements in the pipe sections 

immediately downstream." 

Ball [3] continued the same type studies using a 3-in. gate valve 

at heads up to 500 ft. It was determined that as the downstream 

chamber was enlarged from 3 to 4.5 inches in diameter, the value of 

the cavitation index at incipient waU damage changed from 1 to 0.15. 

Considering orifice flow, Ball suggested an orifice to pipe diameter 

ratio of 0.5 ivould be optimum for good energy dissipation without 

damage to the conduit. 

Rouse a~d Jezdinsky (49] used Ball's incipient damage data for 

gate valves to estimate incipient cavitation damage downstream of 

pipeline nozzles. 

Russell . and Ball [51] conducted a hydraulic model study to deter-

mine the cavi tat:i.cr,1 characteristics of a low-level outlet expansion 

chamber used for energy dissipation. A section of 12-in. diameter 

steel pipe with a 1 1/4-in. thick concrete lining was used as the 

enlarged downstream section. Tests were conducted at various cavita-

tion index values and demonstrated that it is possible to have quite 
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severe cavitation at a sudden enlargement without damaging the walls 

of the expansion chamber. 

The first extensive research program to determine cavitation 

damage downstream of sudden enlargements is described by Sweeney [55]. 

The tests were conducted using five different concentric, sharp-edged, 

circular orifice plates in 3-in. inside diameter steel tubing to form 

sudden enlargements of var~ring expansion ratios. The tests covered 

cavitation levels from light damage to choking and upstream pressure 

levels were varied from 30-200 psig. Soft aluminum (1100-0) specimens 

placed in the walls of the enlargement were used to detect cavitation 

damage. 

An "incipient cavitation damage level" was evaluated at several 

pressures for each orifice. The location of the cavitation damage area 

was loc<'!ted on the downstream pipe wa ll for more severe damage levels. 

In this study cavitation damage was defined as the number of cavitation 

damage pits per area per time on the aluminum test specimens. The 

major contribution of the study was identification of pressure (velocity) 

scale effects for the incipient cavitation damage level in sudden 

enlargements of varying geometry . 

J\na.lytical Considerations 

A pure analytical solution for determining cavitation damage 

downstream from sudden enlargements is a. very difficult problem. Some 

of the rnajor factors causing these difficulties wiil now be discussed. 

The cavitatio-:1 erosion of a given component, usually measured in 

terms of weight loss/area/time, is depcmdent upon the impact stresses 

.exerted .on the suTface by the cavitatir1g flow. In a preliminary 
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analysis to determine the relation between the cavitation phenomenon 

and material damage, Thiruvengadam (see Appendix I) has suggested that 

cavitation intensity be used as a measure of these impact stresses. 

The cavitation intensity is defined as the power per unit area that a 

surface absorbs due to a cavitating flow. This impact stress or cavi-

tation intensity is a direct result of the growth and collapse of vapor 

cavities within the fluid medium. Finally, the growth and collapse of 

vapor cavities is governed by the characteristics of the fluid flow. 

With certain modifications the method presented in Appendix I can 

be used to predict the cavitation intensity directed upon conduit walls 

downstream from sudden enlargements. These modifications will be 

presented. 

Problems associated with pure analytical solution - The 

actual cavitation damage to a solid surface is directly dependent upon 

the detailed growth and collapse characteristics of in.Jividual cavita-

tion cavities. Various equations describing the growth and collapse 

of cavities were previously discussed in this chapter. One such equa-

tion derived by Lamb [29] will now be discussed for the case of irro-

tati:mal motion: 

d 2K 3 ( dR __ l2 p (R)--p(t) R -- + d - = -dt2 2 · t p 
(2-3) 

in which R = radius of cavity at time t, p(R) = pressure at bubble 

boundary-, ·p(t) == ambient pressure field assumed to be a function of 

. time during the life history of the bubble, p = density of the liquid. 

Considering only vapor pressure and surface tension forces, the pressure 

at the bubble boundary will be: 
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2y 
p(R) = Pv - R (2-4) 

in which pv = vapor pressure of the liquid, y = surface tension. 

Substituting Eq. (2-4) into (2-3) produces an equation predicting 

bubble growth: 

p - 2y - p(t) = 
V R 

3 zP ( 
dR) 2 d 2R - + pR --
dt dt2 

(2-5) 

Actual solution to the above equation is very difficult for the 

case of vortex cavitation found in sudden enlargements. The function 

p(t) is a random variable dependent upon the turbulent characteristics 

of the shear layer downstream of the enlargement. Therefore, it is 

very difficult to estimate thepressure a s a function of t ime during 

the life history of a cavity. In addition, the actual size distribu-

tion of the cavitation nuclei entering t he enlargement cannot be 

measured. This fact complicates the selection of an initial condition 

for the variable R in Eq. (2-5). Finally, since vortex cavitation 

is invo l ved the flow surrounding the cavity may not be irrotational. 

This will imply that Eq. (2-3) should be replaced with a more compli-

. cated equation, fu:rther compounding the problem. 

Kermeen and Parkin [20] have studied incipient cavitation in the 

wake of a family of sh~~rp-edged ci1·cular disks. Experimental studies 

indicated that vortex cavitation was present in the shear layer. The 

authors then used a semi-empirical procedure to calculate the pressure 

within the vortex cores. This is the only detailed study the present 

author could find concerning shear layer flows and vortex cavitation. 

The cavitation damage to the wall of a sudden enlargement generally 

takes place when the cavitation intensity is moderate to heavy. 
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Therefore, actually there are many cavitation nuclei growing and 

collapsing within the flow. This presents the real prospects of a 

two-phase (gas-liquid) flow system which tends to complicate the analy-

tical analysis. These events may cause further complications such as 

stabilization of vortices by cavitation cavities (68]. 

Another major problem facing an analytical solution is the 

calculation of the collapse position of the cavity; the distance 

between the collapse position and the conduit wall determines to a 

large extent what actual for-ces are exerted on the wall. However, the 

d.etermination of collapse position would necessitate the prediction of 

cavity movement within the flow field and also calculations of t~e 

cavity radius during its growth and collapse cycles . These are major 

problems, but even if they were solved there would still remain the 

considerable problem of determining the interaction between resulting 

impact forces and the solid boundary. For example, it would be neces-

sary to determine the bubble collapse model (spherical or high velocity 

jet) for various collapse situations. It is also difficult to describe 

how a particular solid will react to impulse loadings due to a cavita-

tion attack. With present know ledge it is almost impossible to math-

ematically express a model to describe material removal. 

Scaling laws for cavitation erosion - Appendix I presents 

some scaling equations for cavitation intensity, 

I =!~X-s 
e t.t e 

I : e 

(2-6) 

in which t:,y::.: mean depth of erosion, tit= time interval, Se= strain 

energy or erosion strength. The term t.y/t.t is a measure of the volume 

removal of material per area per time. Therefore, the method presented 
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in Appendix r by Thiruvengadam can be applied in the daJ11.aging regime of 

cavitation, but is not useful in determining incipient cav i tat ion damage. 

re represents the power absorbed per unit eroded area. Equation (2-6) 

indicates that if the values of r e are known, then the volume 

removal of material per area per time (~y/6t) can be calculated. 

The cavitation intensity must somehow be related to the intensity 

of bubble collapse. Assuming shal101v indentations formed from plastic 

deformation, Thiruvengadam related r e to intensity of bubble collapse 

by Eq. ( 8- 2 O) of Appendix r : 

r oc P. • R • f e i 

This relation ind.icates that intensity of bubble collapse :is the product 

of three terms: (1) p., 
]. 

the impact pressure of the mechanism forming 

the indentation , (2) R, the size of the jet or shock, and (3) f , the 

frequency at which indentations are formed on the solid surface. 

The next step in the analysis was to relate p., R, 
]. 

and f to 

hydrodynamic characteristics such as velocity, pressure, and size of 

the system. Thiruvengadam asswned that the impact pressure could be 

generated by three different methods: spherical cavity collapse and 

two types of nigh velocity j et darr:age. Rayleigh's analysis . (42] was 

basically used to estimate P; f or spherical cavity collapse; while, 

the study of Plesset and Chapman (40] was used in the analysis of the 

jet t ype damage . 

A procedure w::i.s then used to relate the size of the jct or shock 

t o the cavity radius at beginning of collap:;e, R
0

, through Eq. (8-32). 

This relation indicates that the size of the jet or shock depends upon 

the degree of cavitation and a characteristic length of the system . 
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In order to obtain this relation, Thiruvengadam assumed unseparated 

flow and used the minimum pressure coefficient to introduce the cavita-

tion index at inception into the analysis .. 

Finally, the frequency at which indentations were formed upon the 

solid surface was estimated based upon the premise that the number of 

bubbles that collapse is rel_ated to the number that become unstable and 

grow. Using this idea along with an assumed size distribution for the 

cavitation nuclei and the incipient cavitation criteria due to Johnson 

[19], Thiruvengadam was able to estimate f. 

The present study is concerned with cavitation damage in sudden 

enlargements. It would be useful if the scaling laws for cavitation 

erosion presented in Appendix I could be modified for damage analysis 

of s udden enlargements. 

In order to apply the relation, le rx: Pi • R • f, the value of R 

must be estimated in terms of hydrodynamic variables, see Eq. (8-32) of 

Appendix I. In the derivation of this relation the flow was assumed to 

be unseparated; this is certainly not the case for orifice type flows. 

In the separated flow condition the minimum pressure, will 

occur within the flow field. The minimum pressure coefficient in the 

flow fi e ld, c p,min' may be defined as: 

C . = p,min 

in which p
0 

= fr0c stream pressure and 

(2-7) 

V = free stream velocity. 
0 

However, the Teference by Johnson mentioned in Appendix I indicates 

that 
P -p () -- v a. = 

l l y2 
2 p 0 

(at inception) -C . p,n11n (2-8) 
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For separated flow conditions, the same derivation for R0 may 

be followed as presented in Appendix I except pmin should be replaced 

by Pmin and Eqs. (8-30) and (8-31) replaced by Eqs, (2-7) and (2-8) 

respectively. This -analysis will again lead to Eq. (8_.32), however 

the value of CJ • 
l 

must be experimentally determined for the particular 

separated flow problem under consideration. 

The impact pressure due to spherical cavity collapse is described 

by Eqs. (8-22) and (8-23) of Appendix I for a cavity containing a non-

condensible gas obeying Boyles's law. However, in order to perform 

calculations the value of Q0 must be expressed in terms of hydro-

dynamic variables. Assuming a perfect gas, the partial pressure of the 

gas at beginning of collapse would be: 

K1 = Constant = Q .. Vol. 
1.nl l 

in which Q = partial pressure of gas in cavity at beginning of ini 
growth cycle, Vol. = volume of cavity at beginning of growth cycle, 

l 

Vol
0 

= maximum volume of cavity at beginning of collapse. However, it 

is known that Vol 0 ex: Ri. Therefore, the following expression is valid: 

Q ex: 1 
o R3 

0 

but by substituting Eq. (8-32) of Appendix I into this expression it is 

found that 

1 Q ex: ------,--
0 .Q,3(cr.-a)3/2 

l 

(2-9) 

Now Eq. (2-9) can be combined with Eqs. (8-23) and (8-22) of Appendix 

I to produce 
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P. a: P exp/.?_ P ,e, 3 (a.-a) 312 ) 
l O I 3 0 l 

(2-10) 

Eq. (2~10) will be us ed in Chapt er V to estimate impact pressures for 

spherical cavity collapse. 
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Chapter III 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURE 

Laboratory 

Experimental studies were conducted in the Hydro Machinery 

LaboTatoTy of Colorado State University. The laboTatory is housed in 

a 70 by 192 ft prestressed concrete building. The 3-ft thick concrete 

floor slab with anchors installed on 10-ft centers was designed to 

minimize vibrations in the slab and building during testing. Water 

is supplied to the facilities by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's 

Horsetooth Reservoir. 

The static pressure in the laboratory varies between 85 and llS 

psig due to seasonal variation of reservoir storage. However, a 

booster pump is available to deliver small discharges at pressures up 

to 250 psig. The maximum discharges are approximately 90 cfs in the 

24-in, test line and 30 cfs in the 12-in. line. Water is passed 

through the laboratory into a dovmstream receiving lake. 

The water used in the experimental studies was untreated and no 

measures were taken to. control nuclei count, nuclei size, air content 

or temperature of the water. However, the air content has been found 

to be near air saturation and the water temperature only varied between 

4.00 and 10.25 degrees centigrade during the tests. It is reasonable 

to assume high nuclei count under the given conditions, which should 

minimize scale effects due to nuclei. 

Test Component~. 

Geometrically similar circular concentric sharp-edged orifices 

were used to determine pressure (velocity) and size scale effects. A 
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description of the orifices used in the 3-, 6-, and 12-in. pipes is 

given in Table 1 and Fig. 1. 

A 2-in. diameter low S ratio, long-radius flow nozzle was 

fabricated for testing in a 6-in. diameter line. Details of the nozzle 

are shown in Fig. 2. 

Specially constructed test sections were used downstream of the 

test orifices and nozzle. Three different sizes of test sections were 

constructed; one for each of the pipe sizes--3-, 6-, and 12-inches. 

The purpose of the test section was to allow the insertion of a test 

specimen for measuring cavitation damage. The 6-in. test section is 

shown in Fig. 3; 3- and 12-in. test sections were geometrically similaT 

to the 6-in. section. The 1100-0 aluminum test specimen was attached 

by two screws to the compression bar shown in Fig. 4. The compression 

bar served the purposes of holding the test specimen secure and sealing 

the pipe opening necessary for insertion of the aluminum test specimen. 

The seal was obtained by using an 0-ring on the compression bar and 

applying pressure with the toggle clamps. Upon insertion, the bottom 

side of the 1100-0 aluminum test specimen fitted flush with the interior 

pipe wall. This system provided an efficient means of taking specimens 

in and out of the tes t section while maintaining a good seal during 

acrual tests. 

All alwninum specimens were highly polished and checked for surface 

irregulariti es before being placed in the test section. 

The test section installed in the pipeline is shown in Fig. 5. 

Similar pip:ing and control systems were used in the 3- and 12-in. tests. 

The upstream and dmv11stream control valves were used to regulate the 

upstream and downstream pre~sures. Two isolation valves were needed 
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TABLE l DIMENSIONS OF TEST ORIFICES 

Inside Diameter Orifice Thickness 
Diameter of to Lip of Orifice 
of Pipe Orifice Pipe Thickness Plate 
(inches) (inches) Ratio (inches) (inches) 

D do d0 /D T ot 
3.00 1.168 0.3893 0.04 0.187 
3.00 1. 333 0.4443 0.04 0.187 
3.00 1. 500 0 .5000 0.04 0.187 
3.00 2.000 0.6667 0.04 0.187 
3.00 2 . 400 0 .8000 0.04 0.187 

6.00 2.315 0.3858 0.08 0.375 
6.00 2.666 0.4443 0.08 0.375 
6 . 00 2.991 0.4985 0.08 0. 375 
6.00 4.000 0.6667 0.08 0 . .3 75 
6.00 4 .785 0.7975 0.08 0. 375 

12.0 4.570 0.3808 0.16 0.750 
12.0 7.980 0. 6650 0.16 0.750 
12 . 0 9 . 600 0.8000 0.16 0.750 

See Fig. 1 for definition of terms. 
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to divert flow and relieve pressure in the test section so aluminum 

test specimens could be removed or replaced. During replacement or 

removal of test specimens, the flow was diverted through the upper line 

by opening the bypass valve. For regul ar damage tests the isolation 

valves were open and the bypass valve closed. 

Procedure for Cavitation Damage Study 

The sequence for typical cavitation damage testing will now be 

explained. The procedure consisted of basically six steps: 

1. A "dwmny" steel specimen was attached to the compression bar 

in the test s ection. The isolation valves were completely opened and 

all other valves partially opened to allow water to pass through the 

system. After a period of time the downstream control valve was closed 

bringing the system to static pressure. At this time residual air was 

r eleased from the test lines. 

2. The bypass valve was closed and the upstream and downstream 

control valves set to obtain the desired degree of cavitation in the 

test section. 

3. The bypass vaJve was opened and isolation valves closed 

thereby diverting the f low and relieving pressure in the test section. 

Toggle clamps were released; the compression bar removed and the "dummy" 

specimen replaced by a polished 1100-0 aluminum specimen. The com-

pression bar was replaced in the test section and the toggle clamps 

set to securely seal the test section. Isolation valves were opened 

allowing part of the total flow to pass through the test section. 

Residual air was removed at this time. 
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4. The bypass valve was closed causing total flow to pass through 

the test section and establishing the desired degree of cavitation at 

the orifice or nozzle. 

5. After an appropriate time interval, the bypass valve was 

opened relieving cavitation in the test section. Step 3 was repeated 

except the aluminum test specimen was removed and replaced by the 

"dummy" specimen. 

6. Step 2 was repeated to set the next set of cavitating condi-

tions and the process repeated. 

A number of parameters were measured during the cavitation damage 

tests: 

1. The temperature of the water, .us i ng laboratory type mercury 

thermometers. 

2. The atmospheric pressure, using a precision microcarograph. 

3. Me an pressures; Pu at one pipe diameter upstream, Pd at 

10 di ameters downstream. A precise, calibrated dial gage was used to 

measure mean pressures. 

4. The discharge, using a suitable flow measuring pipe orifice 

located upstream of the test section. Press ure drop across the flow 

measuring orifice was measured using a mercury filled or Meriam filled 

differential manometer. 

5. Sound intensity of the cavitation observed qualitatively 

by ear. 

6. Vibration, using a piezoelectric-type sensing element and a 

vibration meter (Genera l Radio, type 1553-A). 

7. The time the aluminum test specimen was subjected to cavitation 

damage, using a stopwatch. 
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Data Processing 

After testing, the 1100-0 aluminum test specimens were analyzed 

for cavitation damage. This analysis was divided into two separate 

stages. First, a grid was placed over the specimens and the number of 

pits in each grid section were counted using a 3 1/2 power magnifica-

tion. Even pits with small diameter and depth of penetration could be 

observed by reflecting light off the specimen at different angles. 

The local cavitation pitting rate (pits/square inch/minute) was found 

in each grid section by dividing the number of pits in the section by 

the section area and time of the test run. Using this analysis the 

distribution of local cavitation pitting rate could be determined 

doi-mstream of the orifices and nozzle. 

The number of pits per area per time is not enough information to 

completely describe the cavitation damage. The volume of the pits was 

also taken into consideration. This was accomplished by scanning 

selected test specimens with a Nikon metallurgical microscope. The 

diameter of the pits was measured using a calibrated scale in the micro-

scope eye-piece and a magnification of 50. Depth of the pits was deter-

mined by using the fine focusing adjustment at a 200 magnification. 

The microscope was focused on the bottom of the pit and then on the 

s1.irface of the specimen at the periphery of the pit. The elevation 

difference in microns could be estimated by subtracting the readings 

on the fine focusing adjustment at the two positions. 
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Chapter IV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental results will be presented under four different 

topics; the first three areas are concerned with the character and 

distribution of the damage and the fourth with correlating orifice and 

nozzle damage results. 

First, consider flow through pipeline orifices when the system 

size and upstream pressure are held constant. As the velocity is 

increased, cavitation will eventually begin. Further increases of 

velocity will create more intense cavitation conditions, finally lead-

ing to damage on the conduit walls and the 1100-0 aluminum specimens. 

Increasing the flow will cause more intense damage to occur on the 

specimens and conduit wall. Damage under these conditions will be 

discussed in the first section of this chapter. 

The next situation considered is submerged orifice flow with 

system size and cavitation index, sigma, held constant but increasing 

upstream pressure and therefore discharge. This situation has impor-

tant implications when hydraulic model studies are conducted at reduced 

pressure to simulate prototype structures. It has often been found 

that pressure (velocity) scale effects may exist and holding sigma 

constant as the system pressure is increased will not produce similar 

cavitating conditions in model and prototype. Damage under these 

conditions is discussed in the second section. 

The final section for orifices considers constant upstream pressure 

a:1d cavitation index, but varying system size. Again this is a common 

situati on occurring in hydraulic models of sudden enlargements. For 
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example, cavitating conditions of a model, reduced in physical size but 

tested at prototype pressure, may be extrapolated to prototype structures 

by maintaining a constant value of cavitation index in model and proto-

type. However, due to size scale effects the cavitation conditions are 

often different. 

A number of sudden enlargements are constructed with nozzle type 

entrance conditions. Sweeney [55] used a momentum analysis and experi-

mental data to propose a method for predicting incipient cavitation 

damage in nozzles. This method allows the prediction of nozzle cavita-

tion damage using experimental data from orifice tests. Therefore, it 

was important in the present study to test the validity of Sweeney's 

ideas. This was achieved by testing for cavitation damage with a long-

radius nozzle and comparing the results with orifice tests. 

Cavitation Damage with Varying Sigma 

One· important aspect of this cavitation research was to determine 

the area of cavitation damage. Figure 6 shows the upstream and down-

stream limits plus the area of maximum pitting for various 3--in. orifices 

tested. The data points were not plotted in Fig. 6 for the upstream and 

maximum pitting limits for simplification . The upstream, maximum, and 

downstream pitting limits occurred farther from the orifice as the 

value of d0 /D decreased. The upstream boundary of the pitting zone 

extended from x/d0 "' 0.4 for d0 /D = 0.80 to x/d0 "' 1.3 for 

d0 /D = 0.38S. The area of maximum pitting varied from x/d0 "' 0.9 to 

x/d0 "' 5. 0 and the downstream boundary from x/d0 "' 1. 6 to 8. 0 over 

the same d /D range. All the above measurements were made for cavita-o 

tion index values greater than the choking cavitation index. 
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Typical localized cavitation pitting rate distributions are shown 

in Fig. 7 for a 1.5-in. diameter orifice in a 3-in. I.D. pipe with 

Pu= 200 psig. The maximum localized cavitation pitting rate is 

defined as the pitting rate at the peak of the distribution curves. 

This is an important parameter and will be used to characterize damage 

in the subsequent analysis. The reattachment location shown in Fig. 7 

by the arrow and symbol R1 was obtained from the work by Teyssandier 

and Wilson [58]. It is interesting to note that the majority of the 

cavitation pitting is upstream from the reattachment point. This was 

found to be the case for all orifices tested. 

A series of test runs was made to see if any relationship could 

be detected between the time of exposure and the maximum localized 

cavitation pitting rate (MPR). Tests were conducted using the 1.168-in. 

diameter orifice in the 3-in. I.D. pipe for the same cavitation con-

ditions. The time of the tests was varied between 5 and 20 minutes. 

The results showed that MPR was independent of exposure time; this fact 

allowed the actual cavitation damage runs to be conducted to produce 

specimens with a convenient number of damage pits to analyze. It 

should be mentioned that the time independence of cavitation pitting 

rate on soft aluminum has also been verified in the work by Knapp [24,25]. 

If maximum localized cavitation pitting rate ·(MPR) is plotted 

agains t t he mean pipe velocity for a given orifice at constant values 

of 1) • u, damage curves such as Fig. 8 result. As Sweeney [55] noted, 

these cur:es i ndicate that the MPR is related to pipe velocity by the 

equation: 

MPR o:: lOmV for Pu= canst. ( 4-1) 
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Fig. 8 Maximum Localized Cavitation Pitting Rate (MPR) 
vs Mean Pipe Velocity, 1.33-inch Orifice in 3-inch Pipe 
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in which m is the slope of the straight lines and V is the mean pipe 

velocity. Table 2 shows values of the constant m for orifice data in 

the 3-, 6-, and 12-in. pipes. The average value of m for the 3-in. 

data steadily decreases with increasing d0 /D values. This indicates 

that MPR increases more rapidly with average pipe velocity at smaller 

d0 /D values, see Appendix II. This is probably due to the fact that a 

higher level of cavitation is required, at small d0 /D, to produce 

damage to the pipe wall. Once damage begins, increasing the flow pro-

duces damage at a more rapid rate. From the results in Table 2, there 

seem to be no consistent trends for m to vary with system pressure, 

Pu, or pipe size for a given d0 /D value. 

For all the orifices and pipe sizes tested it was found that the 

cavitation pitting was confined to within 3 pipe diameters of the ori-

fice.· Therefore, the conduit wall area for 3 pipe diameters downstream 

of the orifice is designated as the cavitation damage region. The 

parameter, Ra, is the average cavitation pitting rate over the cavi-

tation damage region and has units of pits/in. 2/minute. 

The 1100-0 aluminum specimens were visually inspected to determine 

if the size of the cavitatio_n pits changed with pipe velocity (or 

equivalently sigma) for Pu= const. Microscopic investigation revealed 

that the pit size generally increased as damage became worse although 

no dramatic changes of pit depth or diameter were observed. 

The tests were conducted for time periods that produced a pitting 

density that was convenient for pi t counting. This required that 

individual pits be separated; that is, specimens were not subjected to 

the cavitating flow long enough to produce "overlapping pit damage". 

Therefore, the aluminum specimens were always in the incubation period 
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TABLE 2 m VALUES FOR MAXIMUM LOCALIZED CAVITATION 
PITTING RATE EQUATION 

p m m m Average 
u /D u m 

0 (psi) 3" line 6" line 12" line 3" line 

0.389 50 2.42 1.44 2.46 
70 2.57 
90 2.83 1.03 

150 1.50 
200 3.00 

0.444 30 1. 91 2.84 1. 46 
50 · 1.51 1.92 
70 1. 75 
90 1. 21 

150 1. 39 
200 1.00 

0.500 so 1.64 L27 1. 20 
70 1. 29 1. 52 
90 0.96 1.42 

l!jQ 1. 20 0.94 
200 0.92 0.66 

0.667 30 0.59 0.70 0.58 0.50 
50 0.50 0.67 
70 0.62 
90 \ 0.45 

150 0.39 
200 0.46 

0.800 30 0.32 0.49 0.34 
50 0.45 0.45 0.40 
70 0.31 
'.:JO 0.36 

150 0. 28 
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of damage (60] and probably not subject to weight loss but merely 

isolated plastic deformation [11]. 

The cavitation pits possessed different types of geometry as shown 

in Figs. 9 and 10. Some pits were symmetrical, their volumes being 

similar to spherical segments with high diameter to depth ratios, Fig. 9a. 

It is suggested that such pits were formed by symmetrical forces or blows 

generated by symmetrical cavity collapse some distance from the solid 

boundary. Other symmetrical pits had cylindrical type volumes and 

again high diameter to depth ratios, see Figs, 9b and l0a. Still other 

pits were unsymmetrical ancl had relatively deep penetration at some 

particular area, see Figs. 9c and l0b. These pits could possibly be 

formed by a high velocity jet, or perhaps the "wave-guide" effect [26]. 

Since there were different type pits, it is difficult to precisely 

estimate what the damage mechanisms may be by mere vis1ial inspection 

of the damage. However, it seems reasonable to postulate that both 

symmetrical shock waves and high velocity liquid jets along with 

perhaps other phenomenon produced the damage. 

Cavitation Damage with Varying Upstream Press ure 

Table 3 shows the variation of MPR for constant sigma and varying 

upstream pressure. The pitting rate is seen to increase rapidly with 

increasing velocity; this indicates pressure (velocity) scale effects 

are very significant . For- example, for d0 /D = 0.667 and a :: 1.20, 

Table 3 shows that when the average pipe velocity is increased from 

22.352 to 49.181 ft/sec (Pu= 30 to 200 psig) the MPR increased from 

13.25 to 665.00 pits/in. 2/min. Therefore by approxir.1ately doubling 

the pipe velocity the MPR was increased by a factor of 50. 
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Top View 

~---~ Elevation View 

9a. Spherical Segment Pit 

Top View 

'------' Elevation View 

9b. Cylindrical Volume Pit 

Top View 

El evation View 

9c. Unsymmetri ca l Damage Pit 

Fig. 9 Geometry of Cavitation Damage 
Pits in Soft Aluminum 
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TABLE 3 PRESSURE (VELOCITY) SCALE 
EFFECTS, 3-INCH ORIFICES 

Upstream 
Pressure MPR N 

d /D 
p Velocity Cavi ta.ti on pits/ See u Index in. 2/rnin Eq. 4-2 0 (psi) ft/sec 

0.3893 90 10.188 .486 0.33 7.6 
150 12.843 .490 1. 67 
200 14 . 719 .485 5.63 

70 9.265 .450 1. 33 4.3 
150 13.025 .450 5.67 

50 8.373 .331 5.50 6.1 
90 10.786 .331 25.50 

0.4443 30 9.014 .404 3.83 6.9 
50 10.951 .403 7.60 
70 12.623 .396 32.00 

150 17.649 .408 330.00 
30 8.757 .481 2.17 5.1 

200 19.634 .485 132.00 
0.5000 50 13.957 .566 4.67 6.2 

70 15.999 .563 21~75 
150 22.421 .565 188.00 
200 25.610 .568 192.00 

50 14.140 .519 14.00 5.1 
70 16.254 .521 42.00 

200 25.959 .526 342.00 
30 10.826 .731 1.00 3.0 

200 24.058 . 728 11. 15 

0.6667 30 22. 352 1.182 13.25 5.0 
150 43.S04 1.185 360.00 
200 49.181 1. 214 665.00 

70 29.316 1.487 2.00 5.2 
90 32.429 1.493 4.00 

200 46.471 1.483 22.80 

0.8000 30 34.665 2.838 0.67 4.7 
150 68.261 2.809 16.70 

70 47.543 2 . 951 4.17 4.5 
150 67.213 2.928 19.50 

P -P 
Cavitation index= d V 

Ci = p -P u d 
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Sweeney [55] and others found the MPR was related to velocity by: 

MPR ex: VN for cr = const. (4-2) 

in which V is average pipe velocity and N was found to be in the 

range from 4 to 7. The data in Table 3 indicate that for the present 

study N varied from 3.0 to 7.6 with an average value of 5.3; there 

seems to be no consistent variation of N with d0 /D or cr. 

In addition to the MPR analysis just described, it is important 

to also estimate the influence of pressure (velocity) on the depth and 

diameter of the cavitation damage pits. Therefore certain test speci-

mens were scanned with a microscope and Table 4 prepared. A certain 

percentage (col. 5) of the deeper and larger diameter pits on each 

specimen were chosen for comparison purposes. The data for each d0 /D 

are for cr ::: constant. Due to the limited amount of data :i_nvolved, it 

is difficult to make precise statements about the trends presented in 

Table 4. However, the first and last sets of data, d0 /D = 0.44, 0.667, 

show significant increases in both depth and diameter of larger pits. 

Part of this might be attributed to deaeration of the water for tests 

at P = 30 psi. u Some suppression of damage was encountered during 

certain tests at low pressures when the pressure downstream from the 

orifice was negative. However, other studies have verified the fact 

that pressure (velocity) scale effects exist for both MPR and pit size. 

For example, Knapp [24,25] studied cavitation damage on 1100-0 aluminum 

for a fixed cavity. He found, similar to the results ju.st menticned , 

that the cavit,1tion pitting rate 1vn.s proportional to the velocity 

raised to a power. Also, the percentage of large pits increased as 

velocity was incre3sed for a constant value of sigma. 
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TABLE 4 PRESSURE (VELOCITY) SCALE EFFECTS ON PIT DEPTH AND DIAMETER 

Pre.ssu:re 
Ups tTeam Velocity, p u V 

(psig) (ft/ sec) 
(2) (3) 

30 9.014 
150 17.649 

30 10.968 
so 13.616 
70 15 .738 
90 17.579 

30 22.352 
200 49.181 

Cavitation index= cr = 
p -P d v 
p---:-p 

u d 

Average 
X - % Depth of 

Deepest Cavitation of Pits 
Index Considered X% of Pits 

(inch x 104) 
(4) (5) (6) 

.404 0.50 1. 5748 

.408 0.50 4.3963 

.635 5.90 0.9843 

.640 5.90 1.9094 

.639 5.90 1. 4026 

.641 5.90 1.9948 

1.182 1. 88 2 .1872 
1.214 1.88 5.2107 

Average 
Diameter of 

X% of Largest 
Diameter Pits 
(inch x 10 3) 

( 7) 
3.2880 
7.2338 °' 0 

4.9320 
4.8224 
4.8635 
4.3657 

3.1358 
6.2375 
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Cavitation Damage with Varying Pipe Size 

As the system size was varied from 3- to 12-in. in diameter, no 

significant changes in the geometrical location or distribution of the 

cavitation pitting were observed. Also for a given d
0

/D ratio, 

upstream pressure and mean pipe velocity, the maximum localized cavita-

tion pitting rate did not vary significantly with system size. This 

fact is shown in Fig. 11. For constant Pu and d
0

/D the data for 

the 3-, 6-, and 12-in. orifices all plot on the same line. Plots of 

average cavitation pitting rate, Ra, over the cavitation damage region, 

and mean pipe velocity produced results similar to Fig. 11. The value 

of Ra was linearly related to mean pipe velocity on the semi-log plots 

for a given d0 /D and upstream pressure. Again, as in Fig. 11, the 

data for the 3-, 6-, and 12-in. orifices produced similar results indi-

cating the relation between Ra and mean pipe velocity for given Pu 

and d0 /D was independent of system size. 

The most significant observations related to the influence of the 

pipe size on damage was the fact that the pit depth and dia.meter in-

creased as the system size increased. A microscope was used to esti-

mate the depth and diameter of the deeper and larger diameter pits on 

selected specimens. These results are shown in Table 5. Considering 

the results as a whole, the 2veragedepth of the deeper pits on the 

specimens increased by an average value of 1.7 when the size of the 

pipe was increased from 3-in. I.D. to 12-in. I.D. Likewise, the aver-

age diameter of the larger diameter pits on the ::;p,3cimens increased 

by an average value of 1. 8 with the smne pipe size increase. Even 

though the pitting rate is constant, the increased pit depth a.nd 

diameter implies a.n increasing c::1.vitation intensity with pipe size. 
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TABLE 5 CI--IAl~GE OF PIT CHARACTERISTICS WITH PIPE SIZE 

Upstream Average Average 
Pressure P ,-P Depth of Diameter of 

p D d. V X - % Deepest X% of Largest 
d /D u cr = p -P of Pits X% of Pits Diameter Pits 

I" "\ (inches) u d Considered (inch x 104) (inch x 103) 0 lPSlg; 

(1) P) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
.667 so 1 ., .,:. 1.302 5.99 3.299 4.960 
. 667 so 6 1.232 5.99 2.122 3.490 
.667 50 3 1.350 5.99 2.205 3.069 

.667 50 12 0.998 1. 59 4.964 8.340 

.667 so 3 1.003 1. 59 3.123 5.480 (]\ 
v,l 

.667 so 12 1.142 2.44 4.552 9.360 

.667 50 3 1.134 2.44 2.907 4.550 

.800 50 12 2.47 2.70 2.672 5.250 

.800 50 6 2 . 51 2.70 2.093 3.820 

.800 50 3 2.44 2.70 2.582 3.560 

.800 50 12 2.67 6.41 2.861 4.060 

.800 50 3 2.78 6.41 1. 378 2.470 

.381 90 12 0.406 6.36 2.975 5.980 

. 381 90 3 0.492 6.36 1. 260 2.630 
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Nozzle Results 

Semi-log plots of MPR versus mean pipe velocity for a 2 x 6-in. 

nozzle tested at upstream pressures between SO and 200 psig produced 

llnear relations, similar to orifice data in Fig. 8. Visual observa-

tions revealed no significant change in pit size compared with the 

damage produced during the 6-in. orifice tests. 

Fifteen damage tests were conducted to determine the location of 

pitting downstream from the 2-in. diameter long radius nozzle. The 

tests included variations of upstream pressure (50-200 psig) and various 

degrees of cavitation damage at each upstream pressure. This caused 

the boundary of the cavitation damage area to vary. The upstream 

boundary of the pitting for the nozzle varied between x/dN = 1.94 to 

3. 79 with an average value of x/ ~! "' 2. 76. The area. of maximum pitting 

varied between x/~ = 4.69 to 6.39 with an average of · x/dN = 5.35. 

Finally, the average downstream limit of pitting was x/dN = 7. 56 with 

maximum deviations of x/dN = 6.29 and 8.49. The pitting rate distribu-

tions were very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 7. 
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Chapter V 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This chapter analyzes the basic results presented in Chapter IV. 

The discussion and analysis presented in this chapter is divided into 

three topic areas. 

First, an incipient cavitation damage design criteria based upon 

maximum localized cavitation pitting rate, MPR, on soft aluminum is 

established. Pressure (velocity) and size scale effects for the incip-

ient damage condition in sudden enlargements are evaluated. Empirical 

equations are introduced for scaling incipient cavitation damage to 

different pressures and sizes. 

The second section of this chapter provides information to estimate 

the trends and variation in the average en,ergy of pit formation at the 

incipient damage condition. It is found that even though the MPR may be 

maintained constant in two situations, the volume or size (and therefore 

energy of pit formation) may vary greatly. Therefore the second section 

presents a more refined analysis of the incipient damage condition by 

considering both MPR and a measure for the energy of formation of the 

pits. 

The final section discusses the severity of the cavitation attack 

when the system is operated beyond the incipient damage point. The 

analysis of the da8aging regime of cavitation is conducted by using the 

cavitation intensity, I exp' as a measure of the intensity of cavitation 

attack. The variation of I is studied under th:ree different condi-exp 
tions: (1) varying cavitation index, sigma, (2) varyL1g upstream 

pressure (velocity), and (3) varying pipe size. The scaling laws for 
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cavitation erosion mentioned in Chapter II and shown in Appendix I will 

also be used along with experimentally measured flow field data to pre-

dict damage under the above three conditions. 

Incipient Damage Based on Pitting Rate 

Definition and Uses of Incipient Damage Condition 

As mentioned in Chapter II [67], cavitation design data have 

been experimentally identified for three of the four cavitation limits 

defined for sudden enlargements. Experimental data useful for practical 

design exist for incipient, critical, and choking cavit ation; only tl-.e 

incipient dam "l.ge condition has not been studied in detail. It would 

be he lpful in the design of sudden en l argement energy dissipators to 

provide a practical method of predicting incipient damage. 

Considering the experimental results discuss ed in the last chapter, 

Fig. 8 indicates that the cavitation damage (measured in t erms of MPR) 

increases very r apidly with mean pipe velocity for a given Pu, system 

size, and d0 /D ratio. These straight line relations on semi-log plots 

ar e convenient for interpolating or extrapolating the experimental data . 

Graphs such as Fig. 8 were used to define a mean pipe velocity at 

incipient damage, Vid' for a given upstream pressure, system size, 

and d0 /D ratio. However, Vid' should be carefully a.nd conserva-

tively selected since slight error in the pipe velocity may cause large 

increases in cavitation damage. 

For the present study, Vid was defined fo:r a particular orifice 

at a given upstream pressure by selecting the velocity corresponding to 

an MPR of 1 pit/in. 2/min. Although this def i ni tion of V.d J. 
is somewhat 

arbitrary, there are facts that indicate this is a reasonable criteria 
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for selection. Considering application of results to other materials, 

Knapp [24] noted that 1100-0 aluminum is soft enough for immediate 

permanent deformations to result from cavitation blows that would cause 

ultimate failure of harder structural materials. Sweeney [55] also 

showed that for the same cavitating conditions, the pitting rate on 

cold rolled steel with a Brinell hardness of 145 was about 1/100 that 

of 1100-0 aluminum. Therefore, a pitting rate of 1 pit/in. 2 /min on 

soft aiuminum does produce damage on common, harder structural materials 

but at a much slower rate. 

Table 6 shows the value of Vid and a.d l 
for orifices tested in 

3-, 6-, and 12-in. pipes. Table 7 indicates Vid and aid for the 

2-in. dia nozzle tested in a 6-in. dia line. The corrected downstrerua 

pressure, Pd, at incipient damage for a given upstream pressure, p ' u 
w~ts calculated (it was not experimentally measured) using the definition 

of C d and the value of 

a measured value of p 
V 

late (j. 1· l.< 

Once p 
d was known at incipient damage, 

along with the given P were used to calcu-u 

There are several important facts that should be mentioned con-

cerning Table 6. First, for a given d
0

/D ratio and pipe size the 

vul11e of the increases as p 
u is increased. This fact has impor-

tant implications concerning pressure (velocity) scale effects for the 

incipient damage condition; if there are no pressure (velocity) scale 

effects the value of aid should remain constant as Pu is increased. 
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TABLE 6 HYD RAUL IC CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO INCIPIENT CAVITATION 
DAMAGE IN SUDDEN ENLARGEMENTS OF 3-, 6- AND 12-INCHES 

Pipe Orifice 
Vid Size Size d /D f3 f3 I Cd Pu Pd 

in. in. 0 psi psi fps aid 

3.00 1.168 0.389 6.60 11.06 0.100 so 6.2 8.1 0.421 
70 12.3 9.3 · .425 
90 19.3 10.3 .446 

150 42.4 12.7 .507 
200 63.6 14.3 .556 

1.333 0.444 5.07 8.33 0.133 30 1. 68 8.7 .490 
so 8.8 10.S . 510 . 
70 18.8 11. 7 .605 
90 28.7 12.8 .667 

150 55.4 15.9 . 715 
200 82.8 17.7 .811 

1.500 0.500 4.00 6.53 0.179 so 12.4 13.6 .654 
70 23.0 15.2 .749 
90 33.9 16.6 .822 

JSO 65.3 20.4 .915 
200 90.S 23.2 .938 

2.000 0.667 2.25 3.49 0.385 30 12.9 21. 0 1.468 
so 25.8 25 .0 1. 570 
70 38.6 28.5 1. 618 
90 52.6 31.1 1. 733 

150 93.2 38.3 1.856 
200 127.S 43.2 1. 927 

2.400 0.800 1. 56 l. 97 0.648 30 18.9 34.6 2.802 
so 34 .8 40.4 3.092 
70 49.6 46.8 3.029 
90 65.6 51. 2 3.189 

150 113.S 62.6 3.444 
6.00 2.315 .386 6. 72 11. 27 .098 so 6.66 7.9 .435 

2.666 .444 5 .07 8.38 .135 30 1. 9 8.8 .502 
50 9.99 10.5 .555 

2.991 .499 4.02 6.58 .180 30 5.66 11.0 .734 
50 14.42 13.3 . 748 
70 23.53 15.2 .769 
90 33.90 16.7 .822 

150 65.47 20.5 .919 
200 92.67 23.l .977 

4.000 .667 2.25 3.48 .381 so 25.00 25.1 1.488 
4.785 .798 1.57 2.25 .642 30 19.22 33.5 2.915 

50 34.63 40.0 3.047 
12.00 4.570" .381 6.89 11. 57 .097 

70 ll. 44 9.1 .400 
90 17.66 10.1 .413 

7.980 .665 2.26 3.49 .377 50 24 .37 25 .1 1.427 
70 37.87 28.1 1.558 

9.600 .800 1. 56 2.21 .643 50 34.54 40.2 3.023 

p -P Pi:ee Area = Pip_~rea d V s f3 I a= P---.:-P - Orifice Area Jet Area 
u d 
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TABLE 7 TEST DATA RESULTS 2-IN. NOZZLE 
(D = 6 . 0 inches) 

¾ p Pd p . Vid 
C u min 

(in.) p I d (psig) (psig) (psig) (ft/sec) aid 

2.000 9.00 0.123 50 6.80 -4.56 9.90 0.440 
70 15.74 1.15 11.03 . 515 

150 46.28 17.93 15.35 .564 
200 68.27 32.25 17.27 .611 

p -P Pipe d V s I Area a = ::: 
Area p -P Jet u d 

Table 8 was constructed to show the variation of with pipe 

size. For a given upstream pressure, Pu, and d
0

/D r a tio, the 

experimental results for crid in Table 8 sh.ow no s trong or consistent 

trend to vary with pipe size. Although the orifices us ed in these 

studies were carefully machined to hopefully produce ,geometri cally 

similar orifices, the:ce was some variation of d0 /D with pipe size. 

Small variations of d
0

/D and geometry could be the reason fo r or ifices 

of approximately the same d
0

/D value having slightly different Cd 

values in t he three pipe s izes , These facts along with unavoidable 

exp~rimental errors could produce variations in aid of the magnitude 

shown in Table 8. For these reasons the author considers the value of 

crid not to vary significantly with pipe size for a constant Pu and 

Table 9 shows the relation of aid to the cavitation indices at 

incepticn, critical, and choking levels of cavitation. All values of 

d
0

/D for D = :LO in. dia show that ach <aid< ac < ai. Colrnm1 (8) 
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p I u 
d /D cpsig) I 

0 I 

0.38 50 
70 
90 

0.44 30 
so 

0.50 so I 
70 I 90 

150 
200 

0.67 50 
70 

0.80 30 
so 

TABLE 8 INCIPIENT CAVITATION DAMAGE SIZE SCALE EFFECTS FOR ORIFICES 

I p -P p -P 
Vid (ft/sec) u V i d V 

crid = 
P vfd I crid = P -P 

u d 
D = 3" D = 611 D = 12" D = 3" D = 611 D = 12" D = 3" D = 611 

8.1 7.9 --- 70.42 73.56 --- .421 .435 
9.3 --- 9.1 70.56 --- 73.68 .425 ---

10.3 --~ -- 10.1 71. 57 --- 74.37 .446 ---
8.7 8.8 --- 41.33 40.52 --- .490 .502 

10 .5 10.5 --- 41.90 42.12 --- .510 .555 
' 

13.6 13.3 --- 24.91 26.17 --- .654 . 748 
15.2 15.2 --- 26.35 26.44 --- .749 .769 
16.6 16.7 --- 27.50 27 .30 --- .822 .822 
20.4 20.5 --- 28.94 28.65 --- .915 .919 
23.2 23.1 --- 29.23 29.60 --- .938 .977 

25.0 25.1 25.1 7.387 7.341 7.270 1. 570 1. 488 
28.5 --- 28.1 7.517 --- 7.635 1. 618 ---
34.6 33.5 --- 2.621 2. 811 --- I 2.802 2.915 
40.4 40.0 40.2 2.822 2.890 2.857 3.092 3.047 

D = 12" 

- :- -
.400 
.413 

---
---
---
---
---
---
---

1.427 
1. 558 

---
3.023 

'1 
0 
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TABLE 9 FOUR LEVELS OF ORIFICE CAVITATION 
(D = 3. O") 

p 
coid Q./Q. d /D u (J. (J cr.d (J 

(psig) 1 C l ch 1 1 
0 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

0.389 so 1.09 0.93 0.421 o. 264 0.810 1.29 
70 .425 .805 1.29 
90 .446 .780 1. 28 

150 .507 . 706 1.25 
200 .SSG .647 1. 23 

0.500 so 1. 53 1.15 .654 0.381 0.762 1.34 
70 .749 .680 1.30 
90 .822 .616 1. 27 

150 .915 .535 1. 24 
200 .938 .515 1.23 

0.667 30 2.87 1. 96 1.468 0.665 0.636 1.40 
so 1. 570 .590 1.37 
70 1. 618 . 568 1.36 
90 1. 733 .516 1.33 

150 l.8S6 .460 l. 30 
200 -1. 927 .-428 1. 28 

0.800 30 6.10 3.68 2.802 1.65 0.741 1.49 
so 3.092 .676 1.43 
70 3.029 .690 1.42 
90 3.189 .654 1.41 

150 3.444 .597 1. 37 
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of Table 9 indicates the relation between the discharge at cavitation 

inception and the discharge at incipient damage for given d /D ratio 
0 

and Pu. As p 
u is increased for a given d.

0
/0 ratio~ the value of 

Qid/Qi decreases by a small amount: for d/0 = 0.667, changing p 
u 

from 30 to 200 psig will change 

for constant P the value of u 

Q.d/Q. l. l. 

Q.d/Q. l. l. 

from 1.40 to i.28. 

increases as d /D 
0 

In addition, 

increases. 

For exan,ple, if P = 50 psig, increasing u from 0.389 to 0.800 

increases Q.d/Q. from 1.29 to 1.43. 
l. l. 

The fact that Q.d/Q. decreases as P is increased for a given 
l. 1 U 

d /D can be explained by considering pressu.i-e (velocity) scale effects. 
0 

As mentioned before, there are no pressure scale effects for cavitation 

inception in orifices. However, there is a pressure scale effect for 

the incipient damage condition. This pressure s ca le effect is non-

conservative since damage happens at a lower flow than would be indicated 

by sigma values calculated at lower pressures. Therefore, at higher 

pressures incipient damage occurs closer to incipiBnt cavitation. 

Increasing QiiQi with increasing d0 /0 for constant 

explained by inspecting the variation of V. 
l. 

and with 

P can be u 

d /D for 
0 

a given p • u Letting P = 50 psig and using the data in Table 9 u 

produces the results: 

V (d /0) 2.21 
id cc o 

V. cc (d /0) 2·12 
l. 0 

Using these relations it can be shown that 

Qid 
-- cc Q. 

l. 

Vid 
-- cc v. 

l. 

(d /D)0.09 
• 0 



Therefore both Yid and V. 
l 
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increase with increasing d/D; however, 

Vid increases more rapidly thereby producing a small increase in 

It is also interesting to consider the variation of cavitation 

degree with d /D 
0 

for a given system size. The cavitation degree at a 

certain value of cr is defined as 

CD= 
cr. -cr 

l 

cr. -cr h l C 
crch < 0 < ai (5-1) 

in which CD= cavitation degree at cavitation index cr, cr. = incipient 
J. 

cavitation index, crch = choking cavitation index. Notice that at cavi-

tation inception CD = 0. 0 and at the choking condition, CD = 1. 0. 

Therefore, CD ranges from a value uf 0.0 to 1.0 as the level of cavi-

tation goes from the lightest possible level, cr. , 
l 

to the most severe 

level, cr . . Table 9, col. 7, shows the cavitation degree a t the en 
incipient da'llage condition, cr = crid in Eq. (5-1). For a given d/D 

ratio the value of CDid 

sidering the first three 

value of co.d steadily 
J. 

letting p -- so psig, u 

steadily decreases with increasing 

d /D 
0 

ratios, for a given value of 

decreases as d /D in.creases. For 
0 

CDid changes from 0.810 to 0.590 as 

changes from 0.389 to 0.667. 

p . u Con-

p the u 

example, 

d ID o' is 

Noise can also be used to measure the cavitation degree. During 

the experiments noise level was estimated by ear. It was very evident 

that noise increased at the incipient damage condition with decreas ing 

d
0

/D for a constant p 
u Assuming noise is a measure of cavitation 

level, this would indicate a corresponding increase in cavitation level. 
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The abo,,e analysis concerning CD and observations of noise 

during the experiments both indicate that the cavitation field is at a 

more advanced stage at incipient damage as d
0

/D is decreased. These 

facts can be explained by noting that as d /D 
0 

decreases the shear 

layer is displaced from the pipe wall. Therefore, higher levels of 

cavitation will be required at lower d
0

/D values in order to transport 

the cavities to the wall region. Once damage begins on the pipe wall, 

the MPR increases more rapidly for lower d
0

/D values, see Table 2, 

Chapter IV and Appendix II. · This fact indicates more cavitation cavi-

ties in the near wall region at incipient damage and therefore higher 

levels of cavitation 2.t lower d /D values for a given 
0 

p • 
u 

The data for cavitation degree concerning d /D = 0.800 in Table 9 
0 

did not foJiow the trend of data found for the first three d /D 
0 

values. 

Later calculations concerning incipient damage also indicate that the 

d /p =- 0.800 data differs from the trends established in the smaller o· 

d 1D o' value orifices. The data taken for d /D = 0.800 was obtained by 
0 

using a 2 .400- in. dia orifice in a 3.00-in. I.D. line. This is a very 

large orifice for the 3-in. line causing the shear layer downstream from 

the orifice to be in close proximity to the pipe wall. As the d /D 
0 

values decrease for the other orifices the shear layer will be moved 

farther from the pipe wall. For this reason the author suspects that 

geometry of the pipe wall and shear la.yer caused the deviations of the 

d /D = 0.800 data from the other results. 
0 

The flow field for orifices with small d /D may be characterized 
0 

by a constricted type of flow. That is the fully established upstream 

velocity profile is drastically changed into a liquid jet situation and 
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associated jet dissipation downstream from the orifice. However for 

large d0 /D values, thls flow situation will be modified. Now instead 

of changing the upstream flow field drastically, the orifice may act 

more as a surface roughness submerged in a fully developed boundary 

layer. Both situations produce a shear layer where vortex type cavita-

tion is initiated; but there are sizable variations in geometry and 

nature of the flow field. It is not unexpected that trends for cavita-

tion inception and incipient damage established with small and moderate 

values of d0 /D will not apply to the large d0 /D ratios (surface 

roughness type situations). 

Pressure (Velocity) Scale Effects 

The past sect.lon presented values of aid and Vid for 

experimental tests conducted at various pressures and orifice sizes. 

The following sections will use these basic data to quantify the scale 

effects and develop empirical equations to predict aid 

different orifices operating at other conditions. 

or v.d 
1 

for 

As mentioned in Chapters I and II, scale effects cause deviations 

from the elementary similarity relations linking the cavitation index. 

a, to geometric and kinematic conditions. Viscosity, gravity, surface 

tension, thermodynamic properties, and turbulence effects as well as 

contaminations in the liquid can give rise to scale effects. In the 

present study, it is important to define any scale effects that may 

exist for the incipient damage condition. 

Pressure scale effects for cavitation damage are usually evaluated 

by maintaining the cavitation index constant and increasing the velocity 

of flow. If the cavitati on damage remains constant with velocity at 
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the given cavitation index there are no pressure scale effects. Table 3 

verifies the existence of pressure scale effects for incipient cavita-

tion damage in orifice flow. Considering the 2.400-in. dia orifice, a 

velocity of V = 34.6 ft/sec at a:: 2.8 produces an MPR of approxi-

mately 1.00 pits/in. 2 /min which is the incipient damage criteria. 

Table 3 indicates that if cr is kept at 2.8 and the velocity is in-

creased to 68.3 ft/sec the MPR becomes 16.70 pits/in. 2 /min. Therefore, 

there is a definite pressure scale effect for the incipient damage 

condition. In fact, Chapter IV mentions that MPR o:: ~, with N 

varying from 3.0 to 7.6 for cr = canst. This relation indicates a 

rapidly increasing MPR with increasing pipe ve locity. 

Pressure scale effects can a lso be considered from another view-

point. If the MPR is maintained at 1.00 pit/in. 2 /min for a given pipe 

size and <liD ratio; the value of the cavitation index at MPR = 1. 00 

. ~I. 2/ . p1L.. 1n. min, should remain constant as P is increased. u How-

ever , Table 6 shows that aid increases as the upstream pressure is 

increased. 

Figure 12 was developed to show the variation of aid with P • u 

The log-log plot gives straight line relationships between aid and 

p -P indicating the relation is independent of pipe size. The slope 
U V 

of the linear plots was 0.24, which indicates a relation of 

= const. (P -P )0.24 
· U V 

(5-2) 
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Fig. 12 Pressure Scale Effects Indicated 
by crid vs Pu-Pv ) 
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in which a is defined as (Pd-Pv)/(Pu-Pd). If the constant is 

evaluated in terms of the reference data given in Table 6, Eq. (5-2) 

becomes: 

cr. d 1 r 

p _p )0.24 
( 

U V 
p -P ur vr 

d /D = 
0 

const. (5-3) 

in which cr P and P are reference data from Table 6 for the idr' ur' vr 
given d /D 

0 
ratio. A similar equation can be developed using Pd and 

instead of P and P u ur 
Another method of determining scaling equations for pressure 

(velocity) scale effects has been introduced by Tullis and Govindarajan 

(67]. One form of the cavitation index is: 

cr = 
p - p 

U V 
1 y2 2 p 

(5-4) 

When cr is evaluated at the incipient damage condit ion, this definition 

of sigma can be used to solve for 'V • id' 

V (P -P )O.S id"' cl u v (5-5) 

in which c1 = (2/pcrid) 0 ·5 . This equation indicates that if crid = const. 

the mean pipe velocity at incipient damage, Yid' should be proportional 

to (p -p ) O · S. S · 1 . 1 d h . .,.. bl 6 . ome typica expen.menta at.a s own l11 , a e are 
U V 

plotted in Fig. 13; all the data show a pressure scale effect defined 

by: 
V. = C (P -P )0. 45 
id 1 u v (5-6) 

Since the exponent is different from 0.5, the experimental data indicates 

a pressure scale effect for the incipient damage condition . Figure 13 



Fig. 13 
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also indicates that the pressure scale effect is independent of pipe 

size for a ghren d /D 
0 

ratio. Using the reference data in Table 6 to 

evaluate c1, Eq. (5-6) becomes 

p -P 0.45 
Vid = vidr (Pu-Pv ) (5-7) 

ur vr 

Equation (5-7) was tested to see how closely it would predict the 

experimental data in Table 6. This was done by selecting an orifice 

and upstream pressure and therefore Vid from Table 6. These values 

were used as reference data in Eq. (5-7) to predict Vid for the 

selected orifice at other upstream pressures and to predict V. l 
l(l 

for 

other orifices wi th the same value of d
0

/D. This process was completed 

for all the orifices in Table 6. The error analysis produced the 

following results: 

Average value of absolute error, I Err I = 1 , 4% 

Standard <leviation of absolute error, S -· 1. 3% 

Absolute value of largest error, !Errlmax = 7.6% 

where absblute error refers to the magnitude- of the error without regard 

to whether the error is positive or negative. 

The 2-in. dia nozzle data were also plotted on log - log paper, 

V.d vs P -P . A least squares fit was placed through the data and the 
l U V 

s1.ope of the straight line was found to be O. 46. This value compares 

we ll wi th 0.45 found above for orifices . Therefore it s eems that 

noz zles have the se,me pressure scale effects as orifices. 

It is important to realize and appreciate the value of scaling 

model data according to Eq. (5-7) instead of traditional methods of 

maintaining coastant sigma values in model and prototype. For example, 
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suppose it is necessary to scale the incipient damage condition in a 

sudden enlargement, d /D = 0.800 in a 3-in. dia line, from P = 30 
0 U 

psig to P = 150 psig. u If a model test is conducted at P = 30 psig, u 
Table 3 shows that the value of Vid will be approximately 34.7 ft/sec 

or a sigma value of 2.8. Table 3 also indicates that if the incipient 

damage condition is scaled by maintaining sigma~ 2.8 in the prototype, 

the maximum pitting rate at the higher pressure would be approximately 

17 times greater than desired. This problem can be eliminated by 

scaling the reference data with Eq. (5-7), for example using reference 

values: P = 30 psig, ur Vidr = 34.7 ft/sec. Assuming p = p = v vr 
-12.20 psig, Eq. (5-7) will predict a value of Vid = 63.6 ft/sec at 150 

psig. This value is only 1.6% from the actual velocity of incipient 

damage found in experiments, Vid = 62.6 ft/sec, see Table 6. This 

:procedure insures that the system will be operating near 1 pit/in. 2/min 

at the higher pressure. 

Variation of Vid with System Size 

It is very important to establish the variation of Vid and 

aid with changing pipe size for a given upstream pressure and d
0

/D 

ratio. Govindarajan [10] and Tullis and Govindarajan [67] tested a 

series of geometrically similar orifices in pipes of 1-, 3-, 6-, 12-, 

and 24-inches in diameter. They found that both the incipient and 

critical levels of cavitation were subject to size scale effects for a 

given d /D 
0 

ratio and upstream pressure. The value of cr. 
l 

and cr 
C 

steadily increased as pipe size increased; or alternately the magnitudes 

of V. and V at constant Pu both decreased as pipe size increased. 
l. C 

As shown earlier in Table 8, the present tests revealed no systematic 
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change of aid with pipe size for a given 

pressure. 

d /D ratio and upstream 
0 

Considering the 3-in . data for Yid as bas e values, the percentage 

change in Yid between the 3-in. and the 6- or 12-in. data may be cal-

culated. The average percent change in Vid between the 3-, 6-, and 

12-in. data for a given d /D 
0 

and p 
u was only 1. 1%. The maximum 

percentage change in Yid was 3.47%. Both of these errors are within 

the experimental accuracy of the tests and pr obably should be con-

sidered as "experimental scatter" of the results. 

It should be mentioned again that this present analysis concerning 

size sca le effects is based upon cavitation pitting rate only. No 

attention is given to the volume or size of the cavitation damage pits. 

Further study mentioned in a coming section of this chapter demonstrates 

that size scale effects do exist for the incipient damage condition if 

pit size is included in the analysis. 

Scaling Equations for Orifices 

In this section empirical scaling equations are developed 

from the data in Table 6 to predict Yid for orifices with various 

upstream pressures, d /D ratios, and different pipe diameters. The 
0 

previous section has shown that Yid based on cavitation pitting rate 

is not a function of pipe size. In addition the pressure scaling can 

be conducted with Eq. (5-7) using reference data in Table 6. However, 

the variation of Yid with d /D 
0 

ratio must still be determined. 

Sweeney [55] used dimensional analysis to show that 

Y.d i r ( 
Pu-Pv )0.45 

p -P ur vr 
(5-8) 
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or since Cd is directly related to R 

( p -P l 0.45 f 3 (S) 
Vid V.d 

U V 
(5-9) = 

1 r p -P f3(Sr) ur vr 

In addition, Sweeney related f3 to S' and proposed the equation: 

p -P 0.45 
V = V I u V ) 
id idr \P -P ur vr 

(5 - 10) 

The variable S' was introduced so the incipient damage condition for 

sudden enlargements with nozzle type entrances could be predicted using 

experimental data concerning orifices. The above equations are exten-

sions of Eq. (5-7) and include the variation of with d /D· 0 , 

d/D is directly related to Cd' S, and S'. The function £2 can 

be determined by maintaining p 
u constant and plotting the data in 

Table 6 to produce Fig. 14. Similar plots can be established for Eqs. 

(5-9) and (5-10). Eqs. (5-8) to (5-10) become: 

p -P 0.45 C )0.83 
V = V u V 
id idr /P -P ) (cd I ur vr r 

v.' ] . Q 

0.097 ~Cd~ 0.648 

1. 56 S < 6. 89 

= . { Pu-Pv )0.45 ( B')-0.98 
V idr p:p-- o1 

ur vr ..,r 

1.97 B' < 11.57 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

(5-13) 
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Fig. 14 Geometric Effects: Vid vs Cd (see Sweeney (55]) 
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Equations (5-11) to (5-13) represent the final scaling equations 

for Yid' The limits below each equation represent the range of Cd, 

S, and S' tested in the present experiments. Although the experi-

ments were conducted to upper limits of Pu"" 200 psig and D = 12.0-

inc.hes, the consistency of the experimental data indicates the equations 

may be used to extrapolate results to higher pressures and larger 

diameters. The reference values, P V C S and S' can ur' idr' dr' r' r' 
be chosen from the orifices with d /D < 0.667 and listed in Table 6. 

0 -

When these values are substituted into Eqs. (S-11) to (S-13), they will 

accurat ely predict the orifices s atisfying d /D < 0.667 and conserva-o -

tively estimate Yid (predict a 

value) for d /D > 0.800. 
0 -

V.d 1 
value less than experimental 

An error analysis was conducted to determine the accuracy of 

Fqs. (S-11) to (5-:!.3) for predicting the orifice --:i ::unage data in Table 6. 

Each orifice shown in Table 10 was used along with its various upstream 

pressures and Vid values for reference data in Eqs. (5-11) to (S-13) 

to predict Vid values for all other orifices with d /D < 0.667. 
0 -

The 

results show that the experimental data could be more closely predicted 

by Eq. (5-11) followed by Eq. (5-13) and finally Eq. (5-12). When the 

2.666-in. diameter orifice along with its Pu and Vid values were 

used as Teference data in Eq. (S-11), the average value of the absolute 

error in prediction of Vid for the other orifice data was only 0.9%. 

Prediction of Incipient Nozzle Damage 

Many sudden enlargements are constructed with nozzle type 

entrances. Sweeney (55] used a momentum analysis and experimental data 

to propose a method for predicting incipient cavitation damage in 

nozzles. This method allows the prediction of nozzle damage using 



TABLE 10 ERRORS IN SCALING EQUATIONS (ORIFICES) 

Reference Equation (5-11) Equation (5-12) 
Orifice !Err I -% !Err I -% d0 inches !Err j-% S-% max !Err!-% S-% max 

1.168 1.1 0.8 4.8 4.1 1. 7 7.6 
1.333 1. 3 1.0 5.5 2.7 2.6 11. 8 
1.500 l. 3 1.0 4.3 2.3 2.4 10.8 
2.000 1.0 0.9 4.6 2.0 2 . 1 9.5 
2.315 1.8 1.1 5.4 3 . 0 1. 4 7.1 
2 . 666 0.9 0.9 4.1 2.0 2.1 9.1 
2.991 1.1 1.0 5.5 2.3 2 . 4 11. 3 
4.000 1. 2 0.8 3.0 2.0 2. 0 8.8 
4 . 570 2.3 1.5 5.9 7.8 2.8 13.3 
7.980 1.9 1.0 4.2 2 .3 1. 8 8.8 

Equation (5-13) 

I Err I-% S-% !Err I -% max 

2.4 1.5 5.9 
2.2 1.5 7.0 
1. 6 1. 2 5.4 
1. 6 1.3 5.4 
1. 9 1.5 5.7 
1. 6 1.0 4.2 
1.5 1.0 5.5 
2.0 1. 2 4.8 
2.8 1.8 7.5 
2.0 1.3 5.4 

00 

°' 
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experimental data from orifice tests. The basic parameter needed for 

this method is S', which must be defined for each orifice. Once S' 

is defined, the jet area can be calculated. The assumption is then made 

that a nozzle with a given p 
u 

an orifice operating at the same 

and jet area will have the same Vid 

p 
u and producing the srune jet area 

3.t the vena contracta as the nozzle. If this assumption is true, 

as 

Eq . (5-13) could be used to predict Vid for nozzle flow using orifice 

reference data from Table 6. 

In order to test this method, the orifices in Table 6 which had 

S' 3.45 were used as reference values in Eq. (5-13) to predict Vid 

for comparison with the nozzle data in Table 7 (B' = 9.00). The errors 

in V id were as follows: 

j Err I = 1. 6% 

S = 1.1% 

IErrj max = 5.6% 

The assumption that equal values of Cd for an orifice and nozzle 

indicate equal jet areas, allows the use of reference orifice data in 

Eq . (5-11) to predict incipient damage in nozzles. The value of Cd 

for the nozzle in Table 7 was found experimentally to be 0.123. The 

orifices in Table 6 which had Cd~ 0.385 were used as reference data 

in Eq. (5-11) to predict Vid for a nozzle with C, = 0.123. 
0: 

These 

calculated velocities were compared with the experimental results of 

Table 7. The errors in Vid were as follows: 

jErrj 
s 

'

Err! 

= 

= 

max 

1.8% 

1.1% 

= 4.2% 
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These two tests indicate that Eqs. (5-11) and (5-13) can be used 

with orifice reference data in Table 6 to predict incipient cavitation 

damage in sudden enlargements with nozzle entrances. 

Variation of Average Energy of Pit Formation at Vid 

The preceding analysis was concerned with establishing and 

predicting an incipient cavitation damage condition. The criteria for 

incipient damage was MPR = 1 pit/in. 2/min on 1100-0 aluminum. This is 

a restricted definition of incipient damage; a more general definition 

would consider the pitting rate plus a measure of the energy expended 

by the cavitation in forming the pits [24,25]. This section will 

investigate the average energy of pit formation at the incipient damage 

condition, MPR = 1.0 pit/in. 2/min. 

Knapp [26] developed a method to estimate the energy for pit 

formation in 1100-0 aluminum by mei!surhg the pit dimensions. Scvaral 

basic assumptions were necessary. First, the work done on the surface 

by the collapsing cavity in producing a given volume of plastic flow 

was assumed to be the same as the work done in a hardness test producing 

the same volume of plastic flow. Therefore, the volume of plastic flow 

was considered to be independent of the rate of loading. Next, Knapp 

assumed, as a first approximation, that the geometry of the pits could 

be approximated by spherical segments so that the volume could be 

approximated by measuring the depth and diameter of the pit. The energy 

for formation was estimated by multiplying the pit volume by the amount 

of energy per volume of plastic flow, determined from hardness tests. 

This procedure was used to estimate energy of pit formation in the 

present study. A static hardness test was condi..:.cted on the test 
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specimens and it was found that 36,550 in.-lbs of energy were needed 

per cubic inch of plastic flow. The damage pits were assumed to be 

spherical segments so pit volumes could be conveniently estimated. 

Therefore, the following equation was used: 

E = 36 s~o in.-lbs x Vol (in. 3) 
P ' - in. 3 P 

(5-14) 

in which E = energy of pit formation and Vol = pit volume. p p 

As previously mentioned, the damage specimens were scanned with a 

microscope and the depth and diameter of the larger pits were measui-ed. 

Therefore, in the following analysis the measure of energy expended by 

the cavitation in forming pits is estimated by an average energy of pit 

formation for a certain percentage of the largest pits on the specimen. 

The symbol E -X% p indicates the average energy of pit formation for 

the largest pits which represents X% of the total pits. 

The cavitation intensity parameter, 

multiplying the cavitation pitting rate 

formation (E -X%). The units of I p exp 

Iexp' is determined by 

(Ra - X~.;) by the energy of pit 

are (in.-lb/sec/in. 2). Actually 

this parameter represents the energy expended by the cavitation in plas-

tic formation of pits for a given surface area over 2. given time inter-

val. I -X% represents the amount of energy per area per time or exp 
power per area directed by the cavitation on a solid surface in plastic 

formation of the largest X percent of pits on the alwuinum. Therefore 

I -X% = E -X% exp p 
in. -lb 
pit x R -X% a 

pits (5-15) . ') in.'--sec 

in which R -X% = cavitation pitting rate over cavitation damage region 
a 

for largest X% of pits. 
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Upstream Pressure as a Variable 

Equation (5-7) is a pressure scale effects equation that 

insures an M?R of approximately 1 pit/in. 2 /min. This equation should 

be studied further to assure that the average energy of pit formation, 

and thus average pit volume, does not vary when Eq. (5-7) is applied. 

Table 11 was constructed for this purpose; it is noted that the value 

of E -12% did not vary significantly as the pressure, F , ' was p u 

increased from 30-200 psig (V = 10.97-23.34 ft/sec). This agreed well 

with simple visual inspections, since the "naked eye" revealed no 

observable change in pit size with p 
u 

This limited analysis seems to indicate that E p at an MPR = 1. 0 

pit/in. 2/min will not vary when Eq. (5-7) is used to scale from one 

pressure to another. Since MPR and E are approximately constant, 
D 

th:i.s would mean I would not vary significantly when Eq. (5-7) is exp 
used for scaling. 

Pipe Size as a Variable 

Size scale effects for E at the incipient damage point p 

should also be investigated. Table 12 lists experimental data taken 

in 3- and 12-inch diameter pipes. The two sets of data concerning the 

3-inch dia system for d /D = 0.667 were linearly interpolated to find 
0 

r -10.2% = 0.34 x 10-s in.-lb at MPR = 1.40 pits/in. 2/min. Using this p 
interpolated value and the corresponding average energy of pit for:na-

tion for the largest 10.2% of the pits in the 12-in. line (5.16 x 10-s 

in.-lbs), it can be shown that as the pipe size is increased from 3 

to 12 inches the value of rp-10.2% increases by a factor of 15.4. 

Similarly for d /D = 0.380, the value of K -6.4% increases by a 
0 p 



Pu 
(psig) 

30 
50 
70 
90 

200 

D 
(in.) 

3 

12 
,, _, 

12 
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TABLE 11 VARIATION OF Ep WITH UPSTREAM PRESSURE, 
MPR "' 1.33 Pits/in. 2/min (D = 6.0 inches, 
d0 /D = 0. 50) 

Total Nwnber E -12% V Pits on of Pits MPR p 
(ft/sec) Specimen Analyzed Pits/in. 2/min (in-lb) xl05 

10.97 41 7 1.33 2.03 
13.23 33 8 1.33 1.31 
15.24 51 8 1. 67 2.55 
16.86 51 6 1. 33 0.83 
23.34 48 7 1. 67 2.61 

TABLE 12 VARIATION OF Ep WITH PIPE SIZE, 
MPR = 1.50 Pits/in. 2 /min 

MPR E -X% 
d /D Pu V Pits X% Pits p 

(J (psig) ft/sec in. 2 /min Considered (in-lb)xl05 0 

.667 1. 501 50 · 25.33 0.67 10.2 0.04 
1.40* 0.34* 

l. 350 26 , 07 5.83 2.14 
1.375 25.29 1. 40 5.16 

.380 0.492 90 10.11 1. 80 6.4 1.15 
.406 10.15 1.67 38.50 

p -P 
*Interpolated value d v 

IJ = p -P u d 

TABLE 13 VARIATION OF Ep WITH ORIFICE DIA.METER, 
MPR::: 1.33 Pits/in. 2/min (D = 6.0 inches) 

Pu 
(psig) 

50 

30 

d /D 
0 

0.39 
0.50 
0.67 
0.44 
0.50 

MPR E -2% p 
Pits/in. 2 /min ( in -1 b) x 10 5 

1. 67 9.66 
1.33 3.33 
1.00 0.85 

1. 33 8.50 
1.33 3.39 
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factor of 33.5 when the pipe si ze is increased. These results 

demonstrate the magnitude of the increase in 

damage condition as system size is increased. 

E p at the incipient 

It is important to realize the significance of the above findings. 

Earli er in this chapter it was demonstrated that the velocity at incip-

ient damage, Vid' (based upon a maximum localized cavitation pitting 

rate of 1 pit/in. 2/min) did not vary with pipe size. However, the 

present findings concerning the average energy of pit formation for a 

certain percentage of the larger pits indicate that the average energy 

of pit formation at the incipient damage condition (MPR = 1. 0 pit/ in. 2 / 

min) increases rapidly with pipe size. Therefore, if the incipient 

damage criteria is based upon maintaining a constant value of cavitation 

intensity (I -X%) exp instead of a constant pitting rate, there will be 

a definite size scale effect for incipient .damage. 

Orifice Dia./Pipe Dia. as a Variable 

In Chapter IV (see Table 2 and Appendix II) it was shown that 

as the orifice diameter decreased for a given pipe size the rate of change 

of pitting rate with velocity at Vid increased. Also, earlier in this 

chapter results were presented to show that cavitation degree defined 

by Eq. (5-1) increased at the incipient damage condition (MPR == 1 pit/ 

in. 2/min) as d /D ratio decreased. 
0 

Now additional information will be presented concerning the varia-

tion of the cavitation damage characteristics with orifice dimneter at 

the incipient damage condition. The results of Table 13 indicate that 

for a given upstream pressure the average energy of pit formation 

increases with decreasing d/D ratio at incipient damage. For 

example, for Pu== 30 psig, d ;o = a.so, 
0 

D = 6.0 inches the 
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E -2% = 3.39 x 10-s in.-lbs. p However, 

at the same conditions except d
0

/D = 0.44 the E -2% p increased to 

8.50 x 10- 5 in.-lbs, or an increase by a factor of 2.51. 

Even though MPR = 1 pit/in. 2 /min for orifices of different 

diameters at incipient damage, it seems that the actual physical con-

dition of cavitation becomes more severe at the incipient damage con-

dition as d /D decreases. This is largely due to more advanced 
0 

stages of cavitation, larger values of E ' p and larger d(MPR)/dV 

values at incipient damage as orifice diameter decreases. 

Cavitation Damage Reg~m~ 

The previous sections of this chapter analyzed conditions at the 

incipient damage point. The following analysis i s concerned with deter-

mining the variation of average energy of pit formation, cavitation 

pitting rate, and. cavitation intensity when the maximum 

pitting rate is beyond incipient damage. Such information is important 

for practical applications, since it is sometimes economical to 

operate certain devices in the cavitation damage regime. It is 

necessary to predict cavitation erosion rates in such situations. 

The cavitation damage regime study will be investigated under 

three different situations: (1) varying sigma, (2) varying upstream 

pressure, and (3) varying pipe size. Cavitation damage in sudden 

enlargements under these three situations will be a function of both 

cavitation pitting rate (number of impact blows causing plastic 

indentations/area/time) and the i ntensity or strength of the impact 

blows. The narameter I - X% will be used to estimate cavitation exp 
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damage since it is a function of both cavitation pitting rate (R -X%) a 

and intensity of impact blows (E -X%). However, in each situation the p 

cavitation pitting rate and intensity of impact will both be investi-

gated to determine the influence of each variable on the cavitation 

damage. 

The scaling laws for cavitation erosion presented in Appendix I 

and further discussed in Chapter II will be used along with experi-

mentally measured flow field data to predict the variation of cavita-

tion pitting rate and intensity of impact blows. The results of these 

computations will be compa:::·ed with the results found by inspection of 

the soft aluminum damage specimens. For example, the variable f 

found by the scaling laws for cavitation erosion should be comparable 

to the experimental values of R and MPR. a In addit i on, the energy 

of pit formation (E ) p shoulcl be a. fonction of both P. 
l 

(impact pres-

sure) and R (size of damage mechanism) found with the scaling 

equations of Appendix I. 

Cav~itation Damage with Varying Sigma 

Equation (8-36) of Appendix I can be used to predict n* 

which represents a measure of the number of nuclei that become 

unstable and grow. Thiruvengadam assumed that the number of bubbles 

that collapse was related to n*, and in addition that the frequency 

of indentations on a solid surface due to cavitatioy,_ attack., f, was 

proportional to n*. With these asswnptions Eq. (8-36) can be used 

to estimate f. The variables V0 , W., oi, and a were experimentally 

measured during the cavitation dmnage expBriments for sudden enlarge-

ments. The ci1aracteristic velocity, V was chosen to be t he average o' 
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velocity of fl ow through the pipe orifice, V. 
Jet The charact eristic 

pressure was chosen as the minimum mean pressure at the pipe wall 

downstream from the orifice, P. , (see Govindarajan (10]). The value min 
of o. was calculated from experimental data by Govindarajan [10]. 

1 

Thiruvengadam [60] indicates that the value of d may range between 
5 -2 5 10- and 10 feet. Calculations were conducted for d = 10- and 

10- 3 feet, but it was found that the variation of d had a minor 

influence on the calculated values of n* and therefore f. 

Table 14 shows the results of the calculations fo;:- f under 

conditions of varying sigma. The values of f given in columns (4) 

and (5) are normalized with respect to the incipient damage condition. 

The last two columns of Table 14 show the results for cavitation pit-

ting rate, MPR 

test specimens. 

and R, found by visual inspect icn of soft aluminum a 

The results indicate that Eq. (8-36) for d = 10-3 

-5 or 10 feet does not adequately predict the increase in cavitation 

pitting rate found by experiment. For example, letting D = 3 inches, 

d /D::: 0.67, d = 10- 5 ft and decreasing the cavitation index from the 
0 

ir:cipient damage condition (o = 0.854) to 0.168 will increase f by 

a factor of 1.225 according to Eq. (8-36). However, actual pit 

counting on the soft aluminum showed that MPR increased by a factor 

of 178 and R by a factor of 349. a 

The preceding analysis demonstrates the difficulty in 

analytically estimating the frequency at which indentations will form 

on the dmvnstream conduit walls. Thiruvengadam assumed that the 

number of bubbles that collapse is related to the number of bubbles 

that become unstable and grow. Of course, this is a very reasonable 

assumption within itself, but the present author feels thci.t this idea 
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TABLE 14 VARIATION OF f WITH VARYING SIGMA 
P = const. 

do/D 

(2) 

0.67 

0.67 

0.80 

0.80 

u 

(J 

(3) 

0.854 
.562 
.310 
.168 

0.686 
.590 
.413 
.230 

0.938 
. 737 
.565 

0 . 786 
.594 
.490 

f/fid Eq. (8-36) 

(J 

(4) 

1.000 
1.043 
1.098 
1.128 

1.000 
1.017 
1. 052 
1.092 
1.000 
1.049 
1.096 
1.000 
1.044 
1.070 

= 
p . m1.n 
1/2 p 

(5) 

1.000 
1.085 
1.177 
1.225 

1 .000 
1.024 
1.071 
1.124 
1.000 
1.109 
1.202 
1.000 
1.063 
1.099 

- p 
V 

2 
V. t Je 

Experimental 
Results 

MPR 
MPRid 

(6) 

1.000 
5.830 

53.500 
178.000 

1.000 
6.800 

21. 000 
37.000 
1.000 
4.500 

66.470 
1.000 
6.500 

37.333 

(7) 

1.000 
4.758 

93.407 
349.236 

1.000 
4.327 

26.621 
69.903 

1.000 
6.209 

64.737 
1.000 
6.217 

36.578 

does not address the main objective. The objective should be to esti-

mate the munber of cavities that collapse close to the wall and cause 

indentations on the surface not merely the total number of bubbles 

that collapse. Also, the number of cavities that collapse in the near 

wall region will not only be related to the number of nuclei that 

become unstable and grow in the shear layer, but also very dependent 

on the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow fiel d between the shear 

layer and the conduit wall. Or equivalent ly, the percent age of the 

cavities, originated in the shear layer, that reach the conduit wall 
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and caus e damage is very dependent on the transport mechanism 

transferring the cavities. 

Table 15 shows some results concerning variation of impact 

pressure, si ze of damaging mechanism, average energy of pit formation, 

and cavitation intensity for orifices of constant size and upstream 

pressure but varying values of sigma. The variables in columns (4) to 

(6) were calculated using the cavitation damage scaling equations and 

experimentally measured flow field data. R was calculated with 

Eq. (8-32) of Appendix I using a characteristic length, 9-, of 

(D - d )/2. The jet impact pressure, column (5), was calculated using 
0 

Eq. (8-24) of Appendix I; column (6) calculations were made using 

Eq. (2 710). All results are normalized with re spect to the incipient 

damage condition. 

The cavitation damage scaling equations indicate that the size of 

the damoging mechanism increases with decreasing sigma while the impact 

pres sure for both spherical and jet impact decrease. These two actions 

would have a c,mnterbalancing effect on the intensity of impact blows. 

The exper imental data shown in column (9) verify this fact since the 

intensity of impact, measur ed by Ep - X%, does not greatly vary over 

the tests conducted. 

The rapidly increasing cavitation pitting rate, see columns (3) 

and (8), and not increases in intensity of impact, column (9), seem to 

be the major reason for increasing cavitation damage wit.h decreasing 

sigma. The increased cavitation pit t ing r ate with decreasing sigma 

can be at tributed to the following physical action . As the downstream 

pressure i s decreased and the ve locity through the orifice increased 

the i ntensity of the vortices in the shear l ayer is increased. Thi s 



TABLE 15 VARIATION OF Pi, R1 Ep-X%, AND I -X% WITH exp 
SIGMA, CONST /\i\JT PI PE SIZE AND p = SO psig u 

MPR Jet Sphe:cical R -X% I -X% 
a E -X% exp 

V-Vid (pits/ R/R.d P./P . P./P. (p i ts/ p (in-lbs/ 
D d /0 in. 2 / 1 1 lid l lid 

X-% in. 2 / (in-lbs in. 2 /min) vch-Vid (J 

(in.) 0 min) Eq. 8-32 Eq. 8-24 Eq. 2-10 min) X 10 5) X 105 

(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

3.00 0 . 67 178.0 1.149 G.255 0.200 4. 4 1. 89 4.79 9.05 0.387 1.003 
53.5 1.120 . 441 .380 0.51 4.65 2.37 .297 1.134 
5.8 1.067 . 717 .680 0.03 2.99 0.09 .130 1.350 

3.00 0.80 66.5 1.132 o. 723 0. 725 6.3 0.43 2.29 0.98 0.398 2.440 \0 
00 

4.5 1.073 .864 .868 . 04 1.07 .04 .204 2.776 

12.00 0.80 37.3 1.052 0 . 716 0.361 2.7 0.10 14.57 1.51 0.287 2.470 
6.5 1.034 .825 .150 . 02 19.74 .35 .179 2.670 

12.00 0.67 37.0 1.059 0.405 l.9xlo- 12 1.5 0.13 90.15 11. 63 0.289 0.998 
21. 0 1.036 .669 1. 6x10- 6 .05 188.21 9.24 .164 1.142 
6.8 1.013 .891 2 .1x10- 2 .01 54.81 0.44 .055 1. 302 

p -P d V 
(J = --p -P u d 
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Fig. 15 

100 

D 
(inches) 

V 3.o 
0 12.0 
0 3.0 
[:J 12.0 

d/D 

0.80 
0.80 
0.67 
0.67 

Slope 

4.79 
3.10 
4.16 
2. 79 ,;, 

*Omitt i ng point (0.289, 
11.63) 

Variation of I -X% with Sigma, exp 
Constant Pipe Size and Pu 
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Cavitation Damage with Va:rying Upstream Pressure 

Equation (8-36) of Appendix I was used to predict the 

frequency of indentations on the solid surface downstream from the sud-

den enlargement for conditions of varying upstream pressure. The 

results, normalized with respect to the P = 30 psig data, are shown u 
in Table 16; again as in the case of varying sigma (Table 14), the 

damage scaling equation seriously underestimates the rate of increase 

of cavitation pitting rate found by inspection of soft aluminum speci-

mens. As previously mentioned, this error is probably due to the fa.:=.t 

that Eq. (8-36) does not consider the frequency of indentations to be a 

function of the flow field. 

Table 17 shows some results concerning the variation of impact 

pressure, size of damaging mechanism, average energy of pit formation 

and cavitation intensity -for orifices of constant size and sigma but 

varying upstream pressure. The variables in columns (4) to (6) were 

calculated in the same manner as discussed in the previous section con-

cerning varying sigma. The cavitation damage scaling equations indicate 

that th;; size of the damaging mechanism, column (7), remains constant 

as the upstream pressure is increased. However, - the impact pressure 

due to both high velocity jet and spherical collapse increase as p 
u 

is increased. The combination of constant size of damaging mechanism 

and increasing impact pressure indicates that the intensity of impact 

blows should increase with increasing pressure. This fact was experi-

mentally verified by the results concerning E - X% p in column (12). 

E p 
V9,: "'0, an experimental measure of intensity of impact blows, consis-

t ently increases with increas i ng upstream pressure except for the 

D - 6.0-inch data at P = 90 psig. u 



D d /D (in.) 0 

p 
u 

(psig) 
(1) (2) (3) 
6.0 . 0.50 30 

50 
70 
90 

3.0 0.67 30 
200 

3.0 0.44 30 
150 

TABLE 16 VARIATION OF f WITH VARYING PRESSURE 
(VELOCITY), D == const. 

Freguency of ImEacts 
ExEerimental Results 

f'f Ra 
V. I 30 psig MPR --

CJ R Jet Eq. (8-36) MPR30 . (ft/ sec) cf== 10- 3 ft cf== 10- 5 ft ps1g a30 psig 
(4) 

45.21 
54.79 
63.33 
70.74 

50.29 
110. 66 

45.66 
89.80 

(5) 

0.400 

0.400 

0.291 

F . -'P min v 
(J == 1 2 

- pV ·et 2 J 

(6) 
1.000 
1. 213 
1.403 
1. 567 

1.000 
2.204 

1.000 
l. 970 

( 7) ( 8) (9) 
1.000 1. 000 1.000 
1. 313 3.750 4.316 
1.586 7.502 9.838 
1. 817 15.370 18.835 

1. 000 1.000 1.000 
2.598 50.189 39.153 

1.000 1.000 1.000 
2.324 86.162 145.630 

0 
N 
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TABLE 17 VARIATION OF P., R, E-X%, AND I -X% WITH 
l p exp 

UPSTREAM PRESSURE, CONSTANT PIPE SIZE Ai\J"D SIGMA 
I - -X% 

R -X% exp 
MPR Jet Spherical a E -X% (in-lb/ 

d /D Pu 
V (pits 

R/R30 psig 
P./P. P/P. (pits/ p in. 2 / 

(ft/ in. 2 / l 130 . l . in. 2 / (in-lb .min) D (J · psig 30 psig X 0 

(in.) 0 (:psig) sec) min) Eq. (8-32) Eq. (8-24) Eq. (2-10) -"o min) X 105) X 10 5 
r l) 1.~ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

3.00 0.67 30 22.35 l.182 1.3.25 1.000 1.000 1.000 1. 9 0.049 3.48 0.17 
200 49.18 1. 214 665. 00 0.987 5.734 13.364 1.908 38.65 73.74 

6.00 0.50 30 10.97 0.635 1. 33 1.000 1.000 1.00 5.9 0.009 2.78 0.03 ..... 
0 

50 13.62 .640 5.00 .998 1.493 16.76 0.039 6.10 0.24 vi 

70 15.74 .639 10.00 1.004 1.838 i35. 09 0 . 089 16.79 1. 49 
90 17.58 .641 20.50 1.005 2.257 1414.9 0.169 7.55 1. 28 

3.00 0.44 30 9.01 0.404 3.83 1.000 1.000 1.00 0.5 0.004 2.06 0.01 
150 17.65 .408 330.00 1.001 3.693 25.64 0.553 41.53 22.97 

p -P d V cr = --p -P u d 
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The most important fact concerning Table 17 is the indication of 

a very large increase in I - X% with increasing pressure or exp 
velocity. For example, increasing the value of p 

u from 30 to 150 psig 

(V = 9.01 to 17.65 ft/sec) while maintaining cr 0.405 for 

D = 3.0-inches and d /D = 0.444 increases the value of I - X% o exp 
by a factor of 2297. Similar results are seen for the data concerniP.g 

D = 3.00-inches, d /D = 0.67 where I o exp X% increases by a factor 

of 434. Both these increases in cavitation intensity are a result of 

large increases in R - X% 
a and E - X%, columns (11) and (12). p In 

conclusion, Table 17 indicates that cavitation intensity rapidly 

increases with upstream pressure due to the combined effect of increas-

ing cavitation pitting rate plus increasing intensity of cavitation 

blows. 

Several factors dictate that the results of Table 17 be accepted 

with some reservations. First, Sweeney [55] noted that air being 

diffused out of solution downstream from the orifice may have influenced 

the damage for the orifices with d /D = 0.389, 0.444, and 0.500 tested 
0 

at P = 30 psig. This fact might have influenced the last set of data u 
(d /D = 0.44) presented in Table 17; however, the d /D = 0.667 data 

0 0 

shows large increases in I - X% where the air problem should not exp 
exist according to Sweeney [55]. Again there are several variables 

involved that could possibly influence the pressure scale effects and 

a completely generalized conclusion should not be drawn with the 

limited data in Table 17. Howaver, these results do indicate the 

order of magnitude of the pressure scal-z effect on cavitation intensity. 

Pressure scale effects on cavitation intensity can also be 

cons idered. from somewhat of a diffe:rent viewpoint . Consider the value 
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of cavitation intensity in the region of maximum localized cavitation 

pitting, (I ) exp MPR region It is known in this area that MPR o: 

where the N value may vary from 3.0 to 7.6. Therefore the relation 

in which (Ep)MPR . = average energy of pit formation for cavitation _ region 
pits in the maximum pitting region, will imply that in this region 

If it is assumed that (E ) will have a trend to increase with p MPR region 
increasing upstream pressure (see damage scaling equation results in 

Table 17), then the cavitation intensity in the region of maximum 

localized pitting will increase at least as rapidly as /J. 

Cavitation Damage With Varying Pt_pe Size 

Earlier observations in Chapter IV indicate that the value of 

MPR and R do not vary with pipe size for a given upstream pressure, a 

mean pipe velocity, and approximately similar d/D and Cd values. 

This indicates that R - X% is a constant when Eq. (5-15) is used to a 

calculate variations of I -X% exp with pipe size for given d /D 
0 

value, 

sigma., and p . u Therefore, it is only necessary to determine the 

variation of average energy of pit formation with pipe size in order 

to define size scale effects for cavitation intensity. 

Table 18 shows the results concerning the variation of impact 

pressure, size of damaging mechanism, and average energy of pit forma-

tion for orifices of given d
0

/D ratios operated at P = 50 psig and u 

approximately constant sigma values. The cavitation damage scaling 
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equations predict the size of the damage mechanism to increase with 

increasing pipe size. Also the spherical cavity collapse impact 

pressure, given by Eq. (2-10), was predicted to increase very rapidly 

with pipe diameter. For example, results for d /D = 0.67 and 
0 

a= 1.29 indicate that the impact pressure due to spherical cavity 

collapse increases by a factor of 1.1 x 102 0 as pipe diameter increases 

from 3 to 12 1nches. It w0uld seem that increases of such magnitude 

would be very unlikely in actual physical situations. The impact 

pressure due to jet impact showed no consistent variation with pipe 

size. Therefore, the intensity of impact blows should increase with 

increasing pipe size due to increases in size of damaging mechanism 

and possibly spherical cavity impact pressures. This idea is experi-

mentally verified in column (11) where 

pipe size is increased. 

E -X% p is sho¼~ to increase as 

Figure 16 shows a semi--log plot of pipe diameter in inches and 

"ir --X% from the data in Table 18. A table is also shown in the figure p 
indicating the slopes of the least squares fit straight lines to the 

data. It should be noted that the value of the slope agrees fairly 

well except for one set of data, cr = 2. 48. Omitting this data, the 

average of the other four slopes is 0.107. Therefore the following 

relatior1 indicates the data ·trends 

E -X% 100.107D 
p 

in which D = inside pipe diameter in inches. 

(5-16) 

The above relation between average energy of pit formation and 

pipe diameter is based on alimited amount of data. Only two of the 

five sets have more than two <lata points, therefore it is difficult to 

111 



TABLE 18 VARlATION OF Pi, R, AND E -X% WITH p 
PIPE SIZE, Pu= 50 psig 

Jet Spherical 
D R/R311 

P./P. P./P. X-% E -X% D . d V Cd d /D a l. l.3" l. l3" p 
(in.) (psig) (ft/sec) 0 Eq. (8 -3 2) Eq. (8-24) Eq. (2-10) (in-lb x 105 ) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) ( 8) (9) (10) (11) 

12 22 . 83 25.64 0.377 0.67 1. 302 5.065 1.026 l. J. X 102 0 5.5 19 . 41 
6 22 . 12 26 .51 .381 1. 232 2 . 352 0.632 7 .845 5.55 
3 23.53 26.07 .3 85 1.350 1. 000 1.000 1.000 2.89 

12 18.87 27.51 0. 377 0.67 0.998 4.917 1.308 3.3 X lOlO 1.5 90.15 
3 18.85 28.17 .385 1.003 1.000 1. 000 1.000 

,..... 
12.00 0 

-....J 

12 20.97 26.51 0.377 0.67 1.142 4.937 1.249 1. 5 X 10 16 2.4 121.74 
3 20.91 27.43 .3 85 1. 134 1.000 1.000 1.000 8 . 06 

12 31. 87 43.01 0.643 0.80 2.47 5.394 0.822 1. 8 X 103 2.7 14 .57 
6 32 .1 6 42.82 .642 2.51 2 . 720 0 . 603 1. 171 5.75 
3 32.05 44.22 .648 2.44 1.000 1. 000 1.000 4.54 

12 32.88 41 ,95 0.643 0.80 2.67 5.594 0.792 3.7 X 10 3 6.4 10.16 
3 33.49 42.35 .648 2.78 1 . 000 1. 000 1. 000 1.07 

p -P d V a=--p -P u d 
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150~; d
0
/D o Slope 

i=-) -+ 0 0.67 1.295 0.092 
100 ~~ V o.67 1.000 .097 

80 !;;,~ i 0 o.67 1.138 .131 
~;_; [J 0 . 80 2. 48 . 058 

60 ~:-~ !:.\ 0.80 2.73 .109 
r~--, Pd-P 
~;; r; = V 

') 
"-

Fig. 16 

D, inches 

Variation of E -X% with Pipe Diameter p 
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state a functional relationship between the two variables. Furthermore, 

this relationship would predict a very rapid increase in E -X% p with 

pipe diameter. It would be unwise to extrapolate the present experi-

mental results concerning average energy of pit formation and pipe 

diameter to large pipe sizes (for example, D > 3 feet). Further study 

is needed to firmly establish a functional relationship; however, it is 

clear from the present results that average energy of pit formation 

increases quite rapidly with pipe size. 

Now the value of cavitation intensity, I -X% exp ' can be estimated 

for each set of data in Table 18 by using Eq. (5-15). Table 19 shows 

the results; the values of Pd, V, Cd, and for the 3-, 6-, and 12-inch 

datil have been averaged to give one value for each parameter. Since 

R -X% is a constant for a given set of data, the trend of the results a. 

for I -X% are similar to those found for E -X%. exp p 

Model-Prototype Cavitation Loading Relations 

The major problem associated with the cavitation damage 

regime is to predict the cavitation erosion of a prototype structure 

given certain flow conditions. One possible procedure for approaching 

this problem would be to const1·uct a hydraulic model of the device 

where laboratory studies could be performed (60]. The damaging region 

of the model would be constructed of a less resistant material and the 

erosion of the prototype would be predicted from model results. Two 

questions are associated with this procedure: (1) What is the relation 

between · weight 1·emcval of the less resistant material and the prototype 

material under a given cavitation attack (see [60])? (2) What is the 

relation between the cavitation attack or loading system in the model 

and prototype? 



, 
TABLE 19 VARIATION OF I -X% WITH PIPE SIZE exp 

I -X~.; exp 
(in-lb/ 

p pd E -X% min/ 
D u V Cd d /D CJ X-% Pits R -X% p in. 2 ) 

(in.) (psig) (ps ig) (ft/sec) 0 Considered a (in-lb x 105) X 105 

(1) '? ) l- (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ( 3) (9) (10) (11) 

12 50 22.83 26.07 0.381 0.67 1. 295 5.5 0.044 19.41 0.854 
6 5.55 . 244 
3 2.89 .127 

12 so 18.86 27.84 0.381 0.67 1.000 1.5 0.278 90.15 25.017 
3 12.00 3.330 

I-' 
I-' 

1 ,., .,~ so 20.94 26.97 0.381 0.67 1.138 2.4 0.096 121.74 11. 687 0 

3 8.06 o. 774 

12 50 32.03 43.35 0.644 0.80 2.48 2.7 0.094 14.57 l. 377 
6 5.75 0.513 
3 4.54 0.429 

12 so 3:~. 19 42.15 0.646 0.80 2 . 73 6.4 0.054 10.16 0.5462 
3 1.07 0.0576 

p -P d V 
CJ= --p -P u d 
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The results of the present research can be used to investigate the 

second question mentioned above. Suppose there is a prototype orifice 

with d /D 0.67 in a 2-foot diameter line. The operating conditions 
0 

of the sudden enlargement are Pu= 50 psig and o = (Pd-Pv)/(Pu-Pd) = 

1.295. A laboratory study is to be conducted in order to predict 

material removal in the prototype structure. Assume the maximum pipe 

size available in the laboratory is D = 3 inches. Using previous 

experimental results the following questions will be investigated: 

(1) Can the same loading system in terms of number of impacts per 

area per time and intensity of the given impacts present in the proto-

type structure be simulated in the laboratory study? If not, what 

alternative method is available for s.irnuJ.ating the loading system? 

The following procedure can be used to estimate the cavitat i on 

conditions in the prototype. Previous experimental results indicate 

that both MPR and R are independent of system size for a given a 

d/D ratio and flow condition ( see Chapter IV, Fig. 11; semi- log plots 

of Ra vs V give similar results). This fact allows the prediction 

of prototype pitting rates from data obtained in 3-, 6-, and 12-inch 

diameter pipes. In addition, the linear plots on semi-log paper of 

-X% vs pipe diameter allow the extrapolation of the 3-, 6-, and p 
12-inch data to the 24-inch prototype (see Fig. 16). Using the above 

steps and experimental results previously obtained, the following con-

ditions are nredicted to exist in the prototype structure. 

Prototy~ 

Given: P = 50 psig u 
d /D = 0.67 

0 

D = 2 feet 
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o = (Pd-Pv)/(Pu-Pd) = 1.295 

V = 26.14 ft/sec 

Cavitation loading results: 

MFR= 6.5 pits/in. 2 /min (see Fig. 11) 

R = 0.85 pits/in. 2/min (from semi-log plots a of Ra VS V) 

Ra-4.4% = 0.037 pits/in. 2/min 

E -4.4% = p 3.9 x 10- 3 in-lbs (from plots similar 
to Fig. 16) 

I -4.4% = 1.46 x 10- 4 in-lbs/in. 2/min (Eq. 5-15) exp 

If the 3-inch model test is conducted at Pu= 50 psig and o = 

(Pd-Pv)/(Pu-Pd) = 1.295, then the average pipe velocity in model and 

prototype will be equal. Since previous experimental results indicate 

that cavitation pitting rates are independent of pipe size, the values 

of MPR mid Ra in the 3-inch model should be approximately equal to 

prototype values. Since V = 26.14 ft/sec in the model, the value of 

(V-V.d)/(V h-V.d) is found to be 0.139. Figure 15 can then be used to 
J. C l. 

determine that I -4.4% = 1.1 x 10- 6 in-lbs/in. 2/min. Equation (5-15) exp 
along with the model pitting rate, Ra= 0.037 pits/in. 2/min, and model 

intensity, 

show that 

I -4.4% = Ll x 10··6 in-lbs/in. 2/min, can be used to exp 
E -4.4% = 2.94 x 10- 5 in-lbs in the model . This would indi-p 

cate that the average energy of pit formation for the largest 4.4% of 

pits in the prototype is approximately 133 times the value in the model. 

These results indicate that if the model test is conducted at the . 

prototype upstream pressure and cavitation index, the cavitation pitting 

rates can be simulated but the intensity of impact biows can not. 

Therefore, the calculations show that the total loading system in terms 
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of both pitting rate and intensity of impact blows cannot be simulated 

in the 3-inch model. 

A different procedure would be to conduct the model test at a 

higher upstream pressure, while maintaining the required pitting rates, 

MPR = 6.5 pits/in. 2/min and R = 0.85 pits/in. 2/min. a Hopefully the 

average energy of pit formation would increase with the upstream 

pressure to the required value of E -4.4% = 3.9 x 10- 3 in-lbs. p How-

ever, previous experimental studies concerning variation of with 

upstream pressure at a given pitting rate showed almost no increase in 

average energy of pit formation, Table ll. Therefore, the present 

author is doubtful that this method could be used to generate the correct 

total loading system in the 3-inch model. 

Finally, the previous experimental data indicate that it is 

impossible to simulate the same loading system in terms of number of 

impacts per area per time and intensity of the given impacts present in 

the prototype structure. 

An alternative method of simulation would be to maintain the same 

value of I -X9., in the model and prototype. This approach would of exp 
course not be as preferable as simulating the total loading system but 

may be the only practical and realistic method of simulation. 

For the problem under discussion, the value of cavitation intensity 

in the prototype (I -4.4% = 1.46 x 10- 4 in-lbs/in. 2/min) exp must be 

produced in the 3-inch model. Figure 15 contains the data necessary 

foT the determination of flow conditions which will produce the required 

cavitation intensity. For P = 50 psig, D = 3.0 inches, d /D = 0.67 
U 0 

the experimental data show that (V-Vid)/(Vch-Vid) = 0.44 when 

I -4.4% = 1.46 x 10- 4 i n-lbs/in. 2/min. exp Plugging in values of V.d 1· 
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shows that the model should be tested at a mean pipe velocity 

of 28 . 61 ft/sec to produce the given cavitation intensity. Using other 

experimental results the conditions in the mode l can be determined as: 

Model 

Given: P -- 50 psig u 

d/D = 0. 67 

D = 3 inches 

a= (Pd-Pv)/(Pu-Pd) = 0.916 

V = 28.61 ft/sec 

Cavitation loading results: 

MPR = 310 pits/in. 2/min (see Fig. 11) 

R = 71.0 pits/in. 2 /min (from semi-log plots a of R vs VJ" a 

R -4.4% = 3.12 pits/in. 2 /min a 

E -4.4% = 4 . 67 x 10- s in-lbs (Eq. 5-15) p 
I -4.4% = 1.46 x 10- 4 in-lbs/in. 2/min exp 

It is important to discuss the r e lationship between the cavitation 

loading conditions in model and prototype when I -X% is kept con-exp 
stant. Note that the value for average energy of pit formation in the 

prototype (E -4.4% = 3.9 x 10- 3 in-lbs) p is aboL~t 84 times as large as 

the model value (4.67 x 10- 5 in-lbs). However, the cavitation pitting 

rate in the model (R -4.4% = 3.12 pits/in. 2 /min) is 84 times as large a 

as the prot otype. Therefor e, the prototype loading system is composed 

of a number of i mpacts per area per time with fairly large intensity of 

impact which produces a given cavitation intensity, I exp The model 

loading system (which produces the same cavitation intensity) is com-

posed of a lar,ge1· number of impacts per area per time but the intensity 

of the i mpacts is much smalier in magnitude. 
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Chapter VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research study has been concerned with describing cavitation 

damage downstream from sudden enlargements. Sweeney [55] first defined 

an incipient damage point for cavitation damage in sudden enlargements. 

This incipient damage point was based upon maintaining a constant cavi-

tation pitting rate (pits/in. 2 /min) on soft aiuminwn specimens. Empiri-

cal equations were also developed for predicting the incipient damage 

point for orifices of various diameter operating at different upstream 

pressures in a 3-inch pipe. 

The present research has extended the knowledge conce1·ning the 

incipient dam.age design criteria defined above by conducting experi-

ments in larger sized pipes and by inspecting not only the cavitation 

pitting rate but aiso the intensity of impacts. It was found that the 

empirical equations developed for the 3-inch diameter pipe could be 

used to accurately predict the incipient damage in larger sized pipes 

(6- and 12-inch diameter.). For example, the pressure scale effects 

defined by Sweeney [55] were found to also apply for the larger sized 

pipes. Aiso for a given upstream pressure and orifice to pipe diameter 

ratio, the incipient damage point (based upon a maximum cavitation 

pitting r.ate of 1 pit/in. 2 /min) was found to occur at the same mean 

pipe velocity. Therefor0, no size scale effects were found for the 

incipient damage point based upon cavitation pitting rate. 

The incipient damage point is based totally on analysis concerning 

the cavitation pitting rate; however, the severity of attack from cavi-

tation is not only a function of pitting rate but also intensity of the 
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impact blows forming the pits. Therefore, the present study examined 

the variation of intensity of impact blows at the incipient damage level. 

The most important result of this study was the discovery that the 

intensity of impact blows (measured in terms of average energy of pit 

formation) increased significantly with pipe size at the incipient 

damage condition. Also, for a given pipe size and upstream pressure 

the intensity of impact blows increased at the incipient damage condi-

tion as the orifice to pipe diameter ratio decreased. For these same 

conditions, it was found that the rate of increase of cavitation pitting 

rate with pipe velocity at the incipient damage point increased as the 

orifice to pipe diameter ratio decreased. Finally, experimental results 

indicated that the intensity of impact blows remained constant at the 

incipient damage condition as the upstream pressure was increased for 

constant pipe size and orifice to pipe diameter ratio. · This analysis 

concerning intensity of impact blows indicates that the incipient cavi-

tation damage point (based upon pitting rate criteria) is not a unique 

point in terms of total cavitation loading conditions (pitting rate 

plus intensity of impact blows). 

The cavitation damage regime (region where the maximum pitting 

rate is greater than 1 pit/in. 2/min) was also investigated. Since 

cavitation pitting rate and intensity of impact blows may vary indepen-

dentJ.y in the cavitation damage regime, the severity of the cavitation 

attack was measured in terms of the cavitation intensity pa1·ameter. 

This parameter is the product of average cavitation pitting rate and 

average energy of pit :formation (a measure of intensity of impact 

blows). Three different situations were studied to determine the 

variation of cavitatio:1 intensity in the damaging regime. First, sigma 
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was al1.owed to vary but the upstream pressure, pipe size, and orifice 

to pipe diameter were kept constant. Experimental studies of the soft 

aluminum specimens indicated the cavitation pitting rate increased 

rapidly as sigma was decreased. Cavitation damage scaling equations 

and experimental flow field data were used to predict the variation of 

intensity of cavitation impact blows. The size of the damaging mechan-

ism (high velocity jet or spherical shock) increased with decreasing 

sigma. However, the impact pressure from both damaging mechanisms 

decreased with decreasing sigma . The intensity of cavitation blows are 

functions of both impact pressure and size of damaging mechanism. There-

fore, these two variables exert counterbalancing actions on t he growth 

of intensity of cavitation impact blows as sigma is decreased. Experi-

mental resuits concerning average energy of pit formation (a measure of 

intensity of impact blows) verifi ed that there was small change in 

magnitude of impact blows with decreasing sigma. Tharefore, the 

increasing cavitation intensity with decreasing sigma is primarily due 

to increased cavitation pitting rate and not to increased intensity of 

cavitation impact blows. 

The second situation studied concerned the variation of cavitation 

intensity under conditions of constant sigma, pipe size, and orifice 

to pipe diameter ratio but varying upstream pressure. This is the 

classical situation for determination of pressure scale effect on cavi-

tation intensity. The experimental studies of aluminum test specimens 

indicated a rapidly increasing cavitation pitting rate with increased 

upstream pressure. The cavitation damage scaling equations predicted 

the size of the damaging mechanism to :remain constant with increasing 

up.s-tream pressure. However , the impact pressure due to both spherical 
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and high velocity jet were predicted to increase. The net result of 

the cavitation damage scaling equations was to predict an increased 

intensity of cavitation impact blows with increasing upstream pressure. 

This fact was again verified by measurements concerning average energy 

of pit formation. Therefore, the cavitation intensity increases 

rapidly with increasing upstream· pressure due to the combined effect 

of increased pitting rate and increased intensity of impact blows. 

Finally, variation of cavitation intensity was studied for 

conditions of varying pipe size with constant sigma, upstream pressure, 

and orifice to pipe diameter ratio. This type situation is appropTiate 

for study of size scale effects on cavitation intensity. Experimental 

results concerning the soft aluminum specimens indicated that the 

cavitation pitting rate remained constant as pipe size increased. The 

cavitation damage scaling equations predicted the sizeof the damaging 

mechanism to increase with increasing pipe size. The impact pressure 

due to jet impac t r ~mained constant with increasing pipe size while 

the impact pressure due to spherical collaps e showed trends to greatly 

increase . . The net result of the cavitation damage scaling equations 

was to predict an increasing intE:nsity of cavitation impact blows with 

increa~ing pipe size. This fact was verified by measurements concerning 

aven1ge energy of pit formation. Therefore, the cavitation intensity 

increases with pipe size due primarily to increased intensity of cavi-

tation impact blows and not due to increased cavitation pitting rate. 

The cavi ta ti.on intensity parameter is important to consider when 

the cavitation loading system of a prototype structure is simula.ted in 

a hydraulic model. If the hydraulic model is reduced significantly in 

si::e, th0 p:resent res0arch indicates it will be impossible to simulate 
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the prototype loading system in the model in terms of both cavitation 

pitting rate and intensity of impact blows. An alternative modeling 

procedure is to maintain the same value of cavitation intensity in 

model and prototype. 

The above paragraphs contain a summary of the results found in 

the present research study. Several important conclusions can be 

reached from this information. 

Conclusion 1: Incipient damage scaling equations (based totally upon 
maintaining a constant cavitation pitting rate) were 
derived from experimental data and were used to accu-
rately predict the incipient damage point for sudden 
enlargements with various upstream pressures, physical 
size, and orifice to pipe dianeter ratio (see Eqs. 
(5-11) to (5-13)). 

Conclusion 2: The damage condition, predicted by incipient damage 
scaling equations (based totally upon maintaining a 
constant cavita tion pitting rate), is not a unique 
cavitation loading condition in terms of both cavita-
tion pitting rate and intensity of r:avitation impact 
blows forming the pits. This fact is due to variations 
in intensity of cavitation impact blows with orifice 
to pipe diameter ratio and pipe size (see Tables 12 
and 13). 

Conclusion 3: The total cavitation loading conditions in the damaging 
regime of cavitation is a function of both cavitation 
pitting rate and intensity of cavitation impact blows 
forming the pits. These two variables vary independently 
with cavitation index, upstream pressure, and system 
size; this fact causes difficulties in s imulation of the 
total cavitation loading conditions in hydra.ulic models 
of reduced size. 

Conclusion 4: The variation of cavitation pitting rate and intensity 
of impact blmvs for the cavitation damage regime can be 
summarized in the following statements. Decreasing the 
value of sigma for a given orifice to pipe diameter 
ratio, upstream pressure, and pipe size causes an in-
crease in cavitation pitting rate with small changes in 
intensity of irnpact blows. Increasing the upstream 
pressure for a given orifice to pipe diameter ratio, 
sigma, and pipe size causes major increases in both 
cavitation pitting rate and intensity of impact blows. 
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Finally, increasing the pipe size for a given orifice 
to pipe diameter ratio, sigma, and upstream pressure 
increases the intensity of impact blows but does not 
influence the cavitation pitting rate. 

Conclusion 5: A cavita tion intensity parameter calculated as a product 
of cavitation pitting rate and a measure of intensity 
of impact blows (average energy of pit formation) is 
useful for characterizing the severity of a cavitation 
attack in the damaging regime. 
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APPENDIX I 

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING OF EROSION INTENSITY 

The foilowing material is quoted directly from reference [60], 

pages 120-129. The method relates intensity of erosion, le, to fluid 

flow properties by analyzing the growth and collapse of vapor cavities. 

The derived equations provide a method for estimating cavitation inten-

sity from measured fluid properties and flow parameters. 

"Indentation and Rate of Erosion 
If the stress caused by the collapse of the bubble 

exceeds the yield strength of the material, a permanent dent 
may be produced by a single impact. However, even if the 
collapse stress is less than the yield strength, a dent may 
still be produced after several collapses due to fatigue 
failure of the material. The actual fracture of a particle 
from the surface of the material may be produced from over-
lapping indentations caused by the collapse of many bubbles. 
For a single impact, the depth of indentation, ~y', may be 
approximately related to the strength of the material, Se, 
the impact pressure, Pi, and the size of the shock or jet, 
R, by the following relationship* 

~y' • S a: P. • R e 1 
[8-19] 

*The sign a: means "is proportional to". All the constants 
of proportionality are omitted in the following derivations 
since we are interested only in nondimensional ratios. 

For a sufficiently shallow indent,ation of predominantly 
plastic character, the diameter of indentation, d, is 
proportional to IR•~y'. This result, when used with con-
ventional relationships for hardness, will lead to relation 
[8-19]. Ideal plasticity is assumed. If the impact stress 
j_s much larger than the yield strength of the material, 
deep craters and associated plastic flow are produced on 
the surface of the material. This analysis is mainly 
apblicable to materials that are neither too soft nor too 
strong, i.e., with yield strengths of the same order of 
magnitude as the impact stress. 
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If we use the simple analogy of a hardness test, the strength, 
S, corresponds to the appropriate hardness of the material 
(Figure 8-14). For the case of multiple impacts with a fre-
quency of f, the rate of indentation may be approximated by 

t:,.y • S o: P. • R • f 
t:,.t e 1 

(8-?.0] 

The left side of relation (8-20] represents the intensity of 
erosion, as given by relation [6-4], whereas the right side 
is the intensity of bubble collapse. The genesis of these 
ideas may be traced to References (61,99). The detai ls of 
the derivations for r elations [8-19] and [8-20], and the 
fo .llowing result, including assumptions and limitations, are 
contained in Reference (174). 

"The intensity of bubble collapse depends upon three 
parameters, namely the impact pressure, Pi, the size of 
the bubble or jet, a.nd the frequency of impact. The approach 
is to relate these three parameters to hydrodynamic charac-
t er istics such as velocity , pTessure , and size of the system. 
1\s shmv11 in r: igure 8-14, we can classify the bubble collapse 
mechanisms into three categories, spherica l collapse, macrojet 
impact, and microj et impact. Rayleigh ('7) and several other 
inves tigators conside!'ed the spherical coll:pase in detail. 
Plesset and Chapman (56) among others have considered the 
macroj et and inicroj et. 

~:e_he!ical Col.lapse 
"The collapse pressure due to spherical collapse, Pc, 

i s given by 

p o: P { R0 )3 
c o R 

C 
(8-21] 

where P0 and R0 correspond to initial pressure and radius 
and Re is the final collapse radius. If the center of 
collapse is of the order of the initial radius, the impact 
pressure, P1, is given by 

( 

R ,2 

pi o: po · R: J [8-22] 

allowing for a (1/radius) attenuation (175). The relative 
radius, R0 /Rc, depends upon many factors including surface 
tension, nonconde11sible gas, heat transfer effects and com-
p:ressibility of the liquid (176). For example, the influence 
of noncondensible gas obeying Boyle's law was given by Rayleigh 
(7) as 

R 
0 

- a: 
R 

C 
exp 

p )1/3 I o 
I oo [8-23] 
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where Q0 is the partial pressure of the gas at the beginning 
of the collapse. Similarly, other effects may also be 
evaluated (176). 

Jet Impact 
"The pressure caused by the jet may be classified into 

two categories: (1) the stagnation pressure developed by a 
long jet acting for a large duration, and (2) the water 
hammer pressure resulting from a short jet of small duration. 
According to Plesset and Chapman (56), velocity of the jet 
is proportional to Fa. Then the stagnation pressure is 
proportional to P0 , whereas the water hammer pressure is 
proportional to ClpP 0 ; C is the sound speed and p is the 
density of the liquid; 

p. 0:: p 
l 0 

(for the case of stagnation 
pressure) 

(for the case of water 
hammer pressure) 

Growth of Bubbles 

[8-24] 

[8-25] 

1'The initial size of the bubble at the beginning of the 
collapse is related to the time available for growth and the 
pressure difference between the inside and the outside of the 
bubble (15), Figure 8-15. The growth time, Tg, is directly 
proportional to the length of travel of the bu5ble and in-
versely proportional to the translational velocity of the 
bubble. The travel length is proportional to the cavity length 
which is proportional to the model length at a given cavitation 
number. Experimental observations by Ivany, Hammitt and 
Mitchell (177) show that the bubbles move at approximately the 
same speed as the liquid. The pressure causing growth is 
related to the difference between the vapor pressure, Pv, 
and the minimum pressure, Pr.lin· The surface tension is 
neglected, but it is possible to account for it. These rela-
tionships may be written as follows: 

R o:: T -fit--
0 g p [8-26] 

J/, 
T 0:: --g Vo [8-27] 

l'lp o:: Pv - Pmin [8-28] 

Combining these equations and using the relations for the 
ca\-i tat ion nwnber, a, and the minimum pressure coeff h:ient, 
C . , given by Equation [2-12]: p ~,:Till1 



and (2-9]: 

(J = 

C . = p,m1n 
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[8-29] 

[8-30] 

and assuming that cri, the cavitation inception number is 

cr . - - C . [See Johnson (3)] 
1. p ,min 

we get 

R i (cr. - cr) 112 
0 1 

Moreover, the radius of the jet, 

R. R 
J 0 

R., 
J 

is assumed as: 

Frequency of Bubble Growth a.nd Collapse 

[8-31] 

[8-32] 

[8-33] 

"As discussed earlier, the rate of erosioP. is rela.ted 
to the number of bubbles coila.psing per unit time at a given 
location. The number of bubbles that collapse is related to 
the number of bubbles that become unstable and grow. Some 
of the parameters that affect the bubble instability are: 

1. Nuclei size, 
2. Surface tension, 
3. Velocity, 
4. Pressure, and 
5. Size of the model. 

"Johnson (3) considered these parameters and demonstrated 
t nat bubbles smaller than the critical size do not grow unde.r a 
g:i.ven set of flow conditions (Figure 2-5). For example, bubbles 
of the order of 10- 4-in. in diameter may not grow at speeds less 
than 60 fps whereas they may become critical at a speed of 120 
fps, as shown in Figure 2--5. 

"If n0 is the cumulative number of nuclei tha t pass a 
given point in a given time interval, then one can plot a 
distribution of sizes of these bubbles as s hown in Figure 8-16. 
The relative nuclei size is d/d where ct is the mean diam-
eter and n is the cumulative number corresponding to the 
c1.i.ameter d.. As of now, tl1erc are no systematic measurements 
cf such distributions in practical flow systems. However, if 
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we assume that the nuclei size is governed by a Weibull type 
of distribution, then 

= exp [- j; j"] [8-34] 

where a. is the Weibull shape parameter. It is easily recog-
nized that the Weibull distribution gives the simple expo-
nential distribution when a= 1, the Rayleigh distribution 
when a= 2, and approximates the normal distribution when 
a== 3.57 (178). 

"According to .Johnson (3), 

d* = 
Sy [8-35] 

where d* = the critical diameter of the nucleus, and 
-y = the surface -::.ension of the liquid. 

If n* corresponds to d*, and a simple exponential distri-
bution is assumed for the nuclei size, one obtains (174): 

where 

n* oc 

V 
0 

d 
r -2.67 J exp 1 \'/ r ) , L ··1.0i-CJ 

1 2 -W 0~ _:_ p V d/ y 
2 o is the Weber number. 

Scaling Laws fo-1::_ . Cavitation Erosion 

[8--36] 

"So far, we have discussed the relationships governing 
the impact pressure, the size of the bubble or the jet, and 
the number of bubbles collapsing per unit time. We also 
showed in this section that the intensity of bubble collapse 
is the product of these parameters. For exarnple, the jet 
impact case reduces to 

I e 

oc Po.C(cri 

Again, 

oc p. . R. . f· p. oc p 
l J 

, 
1 0 

cr)l/2 
V 

[ -2.67 l 0 - exp we----) 
cf W 0 · -0 .J 1 

P P =al pV2 
0 - V 2 0 

[8--37] 
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Then 

Hence 
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p << p for practical cases of erosion. 
V 0 

P ::: a .!. P y2 
o 2 O 

1 3 !l 1/2 [ 2 67 J 
I e a: 2 P Vo d a ( CJ i -a) exp W (a~ -a) [8-38] 

Rearranging [8-43] in nondimensional groups, we obtain, 

® = (l\a) exp - ---1/2 [ 2.67 J 
u W(lw) [8-39] 

as an expression for the erosion number, @, for the jet 
impact case; where 

®= 

6 = 

w = 

a = 

a. = 1. 

Lia = 

I e ----
1 y2 2 p 0 

d 
Q, 

1 v2 2 p 0 

y 

po-pv 
1 2 -- pV 2 o 

Pi··Pv 
1 y2 2 p 0 

d 

(a. - a) 
l 

- Erosion number 

Relative nuclei size 

Weber number 

Cavitation nw,1ber 

Cavitation inception 
number 

Degree of cavitation 

[8-40] 

[8-41] 

[8-42] 

[8-43] 

[8-44] 

[8-45] 

!'Similar 1·esul ts for the water hanuner pressure produced 
by -microjets and for spherical shocks produced by spherical 
collapse are summarized in Table 8-2. 

"If we examhi.e the case of water hanm1er pressure, then 

® = a (l\a)l/2 exp r--2.67 J oM . L.W(lla) [8-46] 
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M = V /C = Mach number, 
0 

C = the speed of sound in the liquid. 

For the case of spherical shock, we get 

® _a 1 1/2 [21Po) 2.67] - 8 (lwJ exp 3 Qo - W(L'lcr) [8-47] 

where Q0 is the partial pressure of noncondensible gas in the 
bubble at the start of collapse." 
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APPENDIX II 

VARIATION OF MPR AT V.d WITH d /D RATIO 1 0 

As mentioned in Chapter V, the following relation holds for a 

given orifice at a given upstream pressure: 

MPR = K lOmV for Pu= canst. (AII-1) 

in which K is a constant. The constant K can be evaluated by the 

condition, MPR = 1.0 pit/in. 2/min at V = Vid' then 

K = 1 
mV·d 

10 1 
(AII-2) 

in which Vid = mean pipe velocity at incipient damage, see Chapter VI. 

Substituting Eq. (AII-2) into (AII-1) gives 

MPR __ l_ 
10

rnv 
mV . l 

10 ic 

for P = const. u 

The rate of change of MFR with mean pipe velocity is given by: 

d dV (MPR) = 
1 

mV. 
10 id 

m • In 1 O • 1 omV 

(AII-3) 

(AII-4) 

Finally, t he r a te of change of MFR with mean pipe velocity at the 

incipient damage condition (V = V id) will be given by: 

d; (MPR) lvid = m • In 10 (AII-5) 

in which In indicates natural logarithm. 

If it is assumed for a given d
0

/D ratio that m can be approxi-

mated by the average m value found in the 3-in. tes t line, Table 2, 
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then Table AII-1 results. This table shows that as the d
0

/D ratio 

is decreased from 0.800 to 0.389, the change of MPR with mean pipe 

velocity at the incipient damage condition increases by a factor of 

7.26. 

TABLE AII-1. CHAi"l'GE OF MFR WITH MEAN 
PIPE VELOCITY (D = 3 . 0- in. ) 

m 
: V (MPR) IV id d0 /D (average) X 

0.389 2.46 5.66 7.26 
.444 1.46 3.36 4.31 
.500 1. 20 2.76 3.54 
.667 0.50 1.15 1.47 
.800 0.34 0.78 1.00 

d. 
(MPR) Iv JV 

I id 
X = 

dt (MPR) Iv. fo1· d0 /D = 0.800 
it{ 
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